



"Swinging" into summer with an 
issue dedicated to the square dancers 
who wear the petticoats has become a 
tradition — this is our fourth such pub-
lication. We plan it as an idea book 
with pictures and articles describing 
some unique styles, and we admit that 
most of the pages favor the ladies. 
If the gents will read diligently, 
though, they will find some words 
meant for them. And who's to say they 
don't enjoy the photos as much as the 
ladies do. 
Everyone, male and female, should 
read John Jones' comments on formali-
ties. You can't miss the article. It's 
highlighted by a couple "swinging" on 
a vine — a humorous approach to some 
serious thoughts for dancers of both 
sexes. 
In this day and age, who can pub-
lish a "distaff issue" without a few 
choice words on women's lib? No, 
we're not hoisting our banners, and 
going off to picket petticoat producers. 
We just want to say that we think peo-
ple deserve liberation, and we define 
liberation as the right to be considered 
as individuals, with individual person-
alities, individual talents, individual  
thoughts and opinions, deserving of 
other's respect. Once we recognize 
this fact, then we can move to the 
common ground where we discover' 
ways to work together and improve 
the situation. If we practice this con-
sideration in small groups, such as 
square dance clubs, we'll see the chan-
ges it can bring. 
Consider your club — is Mary Doe 
secretary because she's a gal? Maybe 
she has the organizational ability to be 
a crackerjack president. Does your 
nominating committee always look for 
a male treasurer? You may have a 
mathematical wizard among the wives 
in the club, or in that new teen-age 
group you just graduated. We all need 
to think beyond the stereotypes we've 
created — let's practice this in our 
square dance activity! 
One last thought: it may be a man's 
world, but the ladies are sure needed 
in every "square" inch of it. Keep 
those petticoats popping and we'll 
show the world women can be li-
berated and feminine, too. 
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64411,1 Zip 
Thanks so much for that "luvely" 
spread you gave the "Big Ben" record—
it was very much appreciated. 
Keep that book going....have all the 
back issues going way back to the ear-
ly fifties, some I think in '49. Enjoy 
very much Willard Orlich's discussions 
in workshop; it comes as an eye opener 
at times. My home club, the East Lon-
don Si() Club, (has the Tower Bridge 
on its badge) is holding its 20th anni-
versary this month — how time flies! 
Going to bring back a couple of tradi-
tional tips for the evening — you know, 
something that our early programs 
consisted of: Redwing (dip and dive); 
Joe Lewis' San Antonio Rose (had the 
Do-si-do mountain style); also we used 
to do Forward Up Six and Back to the 
tune of Camptown Races. I think you 
called it Right hand over, left hand 
under. It should be a wow of a night—
might develop a new call from it, Re-
lay the Teacup. We used to do the Tea-
cup Chain for demonstration in '53. 
Tommy Cavanagh 
Essex, England 
Things are going great here. Several cal-
lers passing through and scheduled in 
the future. 
We are working on our big state festi-
val for Anchorage in 1974, July 5-7, 
with Beryl Main and Stotlers on 
rounds. We have a luxury liner char-
tered out of Seattle for a 12-day 
cruise to Anchorage and return. We 
can accommodate 384 in staterooms 
and use the boat as a hotel in Anchor- 
age. It's beginning to shape up and we 
have reservations coming in already; 
also inquiries from 14 states and Cana- 
da 	 Jimmy Carney 
125 E. Manor Ave. 
Anchorage, Alaska 
U.S. Postal System gets worse all the 
time. May 16, and as yet I do not have 
the May issue of Squaredance. I have 
been to the post office, complained 
and filled out forms — no results. 
I have the same problem with all ma-
terial, from California, Florida and 
Massachusetts. Would you please send 
me another copy of May issue as I 
don't want to miss any issue. 
Are there others with this same pro- 
blem? 	 H. H. Holmes 
Verona, N.J. 
WHYIZIT? American Squaredance 
sends the magazine every month ad-
dressed to Gloria Roth, when the sub-
scription form always reads Gloria and 
Johnnie Roth. WHYIZIT? It's nice to 
know that we are not "odd balls" and 
that others feel the same way. 
WHYIZIT you changed the name to 
American Squaredance? I am glad as I 
always thought of it as American 
Squares and when I spoke to newer 
people in the activity and said Ameri-
can Squares, they wouldn't understand 
me. 	 Johnnie Roth 
Clementsport, Nova Scotia 
ED. NOTE: Since Johnnie wrote us in ans-
wer to the March editorial, we have changed 
his address plate. We were pleased to have 
so many readers mention in their letters 
some response to that rather tongue-in-
cheek editorial. Thank you. 
In the May issue, in a sense, I was 
pleased to see someone using a dance 
we had written, "Clap Happy." But I 
was a little concerned on two points: 
1. The record to which the dance was 
written is still available, not like many 
pop labels and 2. I feel that the music 
"Summer Sounds" is rather smooth 
and we wanted the dance to have a lot 
of bounce. The more important point 
is that it is useful, and if they like the 
other music, that is O.K. Jack Todd 
Lexington, Ky. 
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YOU'RE ONLY A YEAR AWAY 
FROM YOUR 
istANd TOUR 
AWAY FROM IT ALL- 
IN AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, FIJI, AND HAWAII 
AUSTRALIA is big. bold and beautiful. Some 
people look upon it as a vast agricultural lab-
oratory. Some find fascination in its newfound 
mineral wealth and the surge of industrial activity 
that has accompanied it. Some consider it the 
world's most active sportsland. Some think only of 
its dynamic, cosmopolitan cities. Some describe 
it in terms of "The Reef"— that great mass of 
coral that sweeps for more than a thousand 
miles along the northeastern coast. 
AMERICAN 
SO UA R ED ANC E 
MAGAZINE 
SPONSORED 
TOUR — JULY, 1973 
HAWAII is a many splendored place of lush 
green mountains, azure seas and dazzling 
beaches But its particular treasure is its people 
and the spirit of aloha they extend to their visitors. 
The lively action, the relaxed atmosphere. the 
romantic scenery will enchant you 
FIJI is 300 islands in the sun, scattered over 
50.000 square miles of the warm, blue Pacific. 
Of these surf-ruffled coral atolls and river-laced 
volcanic islands, only 100 are inhabited. 
In Fiji, and especially on its largest island. Viti 
Levu. the romance and unspoiled beauty of the 
South Pacific spring to life. 
New Zealand is a vitally exuberant country as 
modern as today. set against an ancient tableau 
of scenic beauty untouched for centuries before 
the arrival of the Maori and European. The tradi-
tional informality and hospitality of the South 
Pacific mingle with the British heritage of custom 
and occasion to make this land as fascinating 
as ifs 
HOSTS 
Stan & Cathie Burdick 
Harold & Lill Bausch 
Phyl & Frank Lehner-1 
COST: 51250. ea. (est.) 
A tour for square 
dancers and friends. 
Dancing and sightseeing 
in each location.  
CONTACT HOSTS 
OR WRITE' 
P.O. BOX 788 
SANDUSKY, OHIO 44870 
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A letter from Michigan, half buried 
now in the mostly routine correspon-
dence that crowds today's deskful, re-
peats itself over and over in my mind 
like the echo of a gunshot, reverbera-
ting from mountain to mountain to 
eternity. 
The key phrase from the letter that 
holds me in its spell tonight as I work 
alone in the office is this: "Is it really 
worth all the effort?" 
The discouraged lament from a dan-
cer, disillusioned by a small crowd that 
attended a certain dance, brings back 
thousands of memories, stretching back 
almost twenty-five years through the 
ups and downs of square dancing as it 
increasingly touched my life in many 
settings. 
You've said it. Others have said it. 
I've said it so often — is it really worth 
it? Those bitter moments when our 
hard work seems to produce no results. 
They've been so prevalent. And they 
always cloud our perspective, dampen 
our spirits, make us almost give up. 
If there weren't another side, a bal-
ancing factor, we'd all have found a 
more rewarding hobby long ago. Let 
me take you to the "other side" to-
night, revisiting places I've seen only 
recently. Maybe the "other side" will 
bolster your spirits, as it did mine, 
and as it may for my friend in Michi-
gan. 
Last night I participated in the 
graduation of two and a half sets of 
square dancers, taught by a friend of 
mine, George Looney, a new caller on 
the west side of Cleveland. It was a 
joyful occasion. The eager graduates 
were applauded by six sets of veteran 
dancers. That night will be remembered 
by some as fbndly as high school gradu-
ation, I'm sure. 
A week ago I flew to Maine's rocky 
coast again. I worked with Howie Da-
vison in his beautiful big sixty-year-
old barn in Newcastle, where he's busy 
rebuilding an image and a program 
that took a downward dip and is now 
splashing back steadily. 
A 
And I thoroughly enjoyed the full 
weekend fun at Glenacres, a camp-
ground area and hall in Kennebunkport 
where dancing at its best is provided 
by Glenn Zeno, one of Maine's up-and-
coming callers. Glenn has dreams of a 
full-facility campground, and he'll get 
there with his spirit, quicker than you 
can say Kennebunkport. 
In Des Moines about a month ago, I 
saw some bubbling committee people 
who have already spent THOUSANDS 
of man hours, all on a voluntary basis, 
to prepare for the influx of 15,000 or 
more dancers attending the National 
Convention. What motivates these peo-
ple to work so hard. Is it worth it? 
I remembered my friends in Ashe-
ville, North Carolina, (described pre-
viously) who have displayed super 
human effort to establish a new camp-
ground and lodge for square dancers 
with bare-handed diligence. It's enough 
to awaken the spirit of a four million- 
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year-old moon rock to see people 
work this hard. Is it really worth the 
effort? Dreaming dreams and working 
together to see them fulfilled, step by 
step, makes the effort worthwhile. 
The other day I saw the inimitable 
Dick Leger (R.I.) give dancers of vary-
ing abilities the deep-down er-loyment 
of dancing to the beat of the music 
like "pros." Dick wants to start a revo-
lution back to square DANCING. May-
be he will. 
At the annual Buckeye Convention 
in Cincinnati, I watched several newer 
callers "try their wings" in front of 
sizable crowds. One young fellow re-
marked, "If you hear something 
'knock three times,' it's my knees!" 
That caller may be one of the "greats" 
in the business some clay. Giving people 
pleasure makes it all worthwhile. 
Since this is a distaff issue this 
month, and since we callers too sel-
dom pay tribute to our wives, I must 
say that I never would have made it 
through the "valleys" of the not-so-
profitable square dance activity with-
out Cathie at my side, working just as 
hard as I, and sharing in both the des-
pondent and the bright days. There 
are still those low days when we all 
wonder if it is really worth it, but a re-
assuring smile from an ever-present 
PARTNER helps to brighten a COR-
NER, doesn't it? Maybe that's what 
the whole thing is all about — this 
square dance biz! 
CONFUSION SAY: 
If some men were better self-starters, their 
wives would be less crank-y. 
Perhaps my theme this month can 
be further enhanced by another ex-
perience I had a few weeks ago on my 
great northwest adventure. 
I'm always lonely when I'm that 
far from home. Even the little red 
rented riding hood and chassis in my 
possession made me feel more like 
going to see "grandma" with a basket 
of cookies than "wol'ing" around 
town. 
ti 
So I went to see a musical drama, 
"Man Of La Mancha" (the Impossible 
Dream), which had a cast of many tal-
ented local actors and musicians from 
that town. It was an extremely pro-
fessional production and at the same 
time an emotional tonic for me and for 
the rest of the audience, who felt the 
despair, the humor, and the exultation 
created by every character from the 
faithful attendant, Sancho, to the fal-
len wench, Aldonza, to the lovable 
windmill chasing boob, himself — Don 
Quixote. 
Briefly, the story was written by 
Cervantes (who was to Spain what 
Shakespeare was to England) about 
his own alter ego, Don Quixote, that 
mad knight-errant, who went through 
life in a series of crackpot encounters, 
doomed to be struck down by the 
windmills and cruel social forces of 
reality. Although alleged to be mad 
because he dared to dream the "Im-
possible Dream" and follow the quest 
as a pseudo-knight, he most assuredly 
lifted the spirits of those about him 
with his "mad" attempts to reach an 
unattainable height. Especially touch-
ing was his quaint and naive 
idolizing 
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of a common wench, who was mental-
ly transformed into his "lady." It was 
she, given a ray of hope to rise out of 
her own degradation by Quixote, who 
reminded him, at the end, to be true 
to his "impossible dream." 
There's a message in that seven-
teenth century fantasy. Even when we 
mortals of today doubt the strength 
of our dreams, which alone make life 
worth living, sometimes it is the shar- 
ing of those dreams with others, which 
keeps us faithful to the end of our 
own "impossible dream" That's why 
we can feel empathy with the charac-
ters of the play. Often it "doesn't mat- 
ter whether we win or lose if only we 
follow the Quest." And when we be-
come despondent, facing the "Knight 
of the Mirrors" we can, hopefully, 
have our spirits rekindled by those to 
whom we have given inspiration. 
It was a beautiful feeling, clung to 
as I walked from that auditorium out 
into the cool evening air. I loved the 
whole world, and the whole "world" 
from Sandusky, Ohio to the Rockies 
moved just a little closer together dur- 
ing that outstanding performance. My 
loneliness in a strange city was gone, 
but my impulse to come "home" had 
increased. I wanted to share this ex-
perience. 
After all, there are still quite a few 
"windmills" and personal dreams still 
existing in Ohio and elsewhere that I 
am eager to charge into and try to con-
quer! 
And the beat goes on 	 
CONFUSION SAY: 
"Caller who spend much time in-
venting involved basics for RAT-RACE 
dancing, might use time more wisely 
to help build a better MOUSETRAP." 
•Record• 
DEALERS 
AR I ZONA 
Clay's Barn 
P.O. Box 2154 
Sierra Vista 85635 
Dancer's accessories. caller's equipment 
CALIFORNIA 
Nancy Seeley's Records for Dancing 
P.O. Box 5156 
China Lake, Cal. 93555 
Also flags. books, shoes — All by mail! 
ILLINOIS 
Andy's Record Center 
1614 N. Pulaski Rd. 
Chicago 60639 
Ask about our bonus plan 
INDIANA 
INhirlaway News & Records 
CALLERS DREAM 
13261 Chippewa Blvd. 
Mishawaka 46544 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Jerry's Record Service 
48 Grove St. 
Springfield 01107 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Raybuck Record Serv.& Callers Sup. 
Route 1, Box 226 
Advance, N.C. 27006 
OHIO 
F & S Western Shop 
1553 Western Ave, 
Toledo 43609 
Belt & Buckle Western Shop 
Lee Gervais 
1891 Mapleview Dr. 
Cleveland 44131 
WASHINGTON 
Kappie's Record Korral 
10400 Renton Ave. So. 
Seattle, Wash. 98178 
Tango Bongo available. 
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL STORES 
1006 Southcenter Shopping Center 
(98188) or 750 Northgate Mall, 
Seattle, Washington (98125) 
EVERYTHING for the square dancer 
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MAXI-FUN 
by Wayne Puckett 
Seattle, Washington 
From a talk delivered at the 2nd Annual Leadership Seminar, Cle Elum, Washington 
The place of round and square dan-
cing is together. This has been so ever 
since dancing as a means of relaxation, 
companionship, friendship or just let-
ting off steam, was discovered, and that 
goes back a long way. 
No two researchers seem to agree 
on the earliest known square dancing, 
but it probably all came about gradual-
ly, slowly and quietly as such things us-
ually do. The word quietly is used on-
ly as a figure of speech, as dancing 
came only after rhythm was found to 
be pleasing to the senses. We can en-
vision an early "rock hound" chipping 
away on a new weapon or utensil, and 
suddenly discovering that chipping with 
a cadence was much more pleasant and 
relaxing. Suddenly others picked up 
the beat, began to shuffle their feet in 
unison and dancing was born. Joining 
hands quickly followed and group dan-
cing came into being. 
Early Indian tribes used dances to 
gain favor with their gods. Some were 
performed in a group, others by indivi-
duals chosen from the tribe. These dan- 
ces Were performed to a basic rhythm 
pattern and using a basic step or beat. 
A "side, close, side, close" was the fa-
vorite circle or group dance while the 
individual dancers went further and 
used more varying beats, a favorite be-
ing the "step, hop" or "step, step, step, 
hop" which gave more play to their 
musical adornments. 
Early settlers of this country 
brought with them dance routines from 
their native lands and these were used 
at all formal gatherings. The line dance 
or reel was for groups, and the minuet 
and waltz for couples. The hard-playing 
and hard-working outdoorsman, pre-
ferring something more boisterous and 
lively, took the same general patterns, 
jived up the music, put their own in-
terpretations to the steps and danced 
anywhere and anytime a group got to-
gether. Gradually the country dance 
was born. 
Through all these times, the round 
dance or couple dance and the square 
dance or group dance complimented 
each other and supplied the change of 
lr 
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pace so necessary to prevent monoto-
ny and add spice. It's just as true today 
and the leader who will use this know-
ledge as a tool to keep his dancers hap-
py is the leader who will have the most 
success in keeping his club alive. 
We've all heard the remark "Our 
club just doesn't like rounds so we 
don't have them on our programs!" 
Dancing in the same area will be a club 
that enjoys rounds. It's just logical to 
assume that both clubs have the same 
type of beginner with the same likes 
and dislikes. So it comes down to the 
fact that the leadership of the two 
clubs is the difference and one club is 
being deprived of an even chance to 
enjoy a full program. In the majority 
of instances, and other things being 
equal, the square-only club remains 
small and has a much shorter life span, 
and entertains fewer visitors. To com-
pensate for the lack of diversification 
the squares become faster, the figures 
more complicated, timing clipped and 
dancing just a bit rougher, causing visi- 
tors to feel ill at ease and less likely to 
return. Smoother dancing encourages 
longevity in dancers and in a dance 
club. 
In researching the subject of squares 
and rounds, we found that rather than 
a softening of the attitudes of leading 
callers, regarding the relationship of 
rounds to squares, they have become 
more firm in the feeling that a dedica-
ted caller should incorporate some 
round dance work in his series of basics. 
They differ only in the degree, but 
most use mixers at first, and mixers 
that combine simple square dance ba-
sics with equally simple round dance 
basics are preferred. The new dancer is 
encouraged to step to the musical rhy-
thm and this helps him to become a 
smoother dancer at the same time he 
learns a round dance step. 
Please keep in mind that we are 
speaking or rounds and squares — the 
two of them together. Rounds used in 
square dances should be chosen with 
fun in mind. The music should be live- 
\cri 	1,1acift. \fere? 
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ly and exciting, and give off that feel-
ing of "Let's dance!" A leader genuine-
ly concerned with club enjoyment will 
try to equip himself with the know-
ledge and ability to show his dancers 
the correct way to do a basic step, just 
as he did with squares, plus enough 
styling suggestions to give the learner 
confidence. Let the dancer do the rest 
in accordance with his feeling for the 
music, especially during this instruc-
tion period. Regular club programs 
should be planned carefully and the. 
round dance breaks should receive the 
same consideration as the singing and 
patter portions. Use rounds the dan-
cers know, using a mixer now and then 
if necessary, but choose dances you've 
found to be favorites. Look upon the 
round as an asset to your program and 
give it the consideration it deserves. 
Make the rounds improve your pro-
gram. 
When we see 70 to 80 percent of 
the dancers on the floor doing the two 
or three rounds they've been taught, 
we can't help but wonder if they might 
not get added pleasure from two or 
three more if their leader would teach 
them. The dancers who enjoy round 
dancing will just naturally gravitate to-
wards the club and leader who will 
give them the program they enjoy. 
In some areas where squares and 
rounds have grown apart, the com-
plaints are coming from the square 
dance clubs and not from the round 
dancers. The callers say they just don't 
have time for rounds and still keep up 
the high level squares. Shouldn't this 
indicate to us that possibly our pro-
gram is out of balance? To correct the 
situation, many callers have turned 
over the teaching of the round of the 
month to others. It is the opinion of 
many that this is not good practice. 
The caller is the respected leader of the 
group and his is the voice they listen 
to. He should acknowledge this fact, 
and if necessary, become proficient 
in teaching rounds. It will pay off many 
fold in his club relations. 
It is not necessary that he become 
an advanced dancer or advanced dance  
instructor, just sure of himself in pre-
senting a few basic steps necessary for 
the easier fun rounds. His knowledge 
will grow and his confidence increase 
with each step taught and he will hold 
the confidence of his class and club 
members. If a caller feels that he just 
cannot take the time to equip himself 
to teach a course in basics, it would be 
better for him to encourage the dancers 
to attend a class given by a competent 
round dance instructor, following his 
basic square dance series, so that they 
may take the round of the month in-
struction in their own club from him. 
In other words, have them attend an 
outside class rather than divide his 
club or class time with another. 
We believe that any caller can bring 
his club into the ROM picture by set-
ting up an instruction program of in-
troducing one basic step (for example, 
a box two step) and practice that step 
or movement a few times during his 
workshop period. Even though his dan-
cers have not gone through a basic 
course, they will gradually gain a reper-
toire of basic steps and fundamentals, 
and be able to dance the rounds of the 
month on his cues. This method will 
not make instant round dancers, but 
they will show steady improvement. 
In summation, let us say that the 
callers and leaders we have researched 
feel that round dancing and square 
dancing definitely compliment each 
other and should stay together; that 
the basic cause for feeling otherwise is 
usually due to lack of guidance by the 
leader and his unwillingness to accept 
responsibility for a balanced program; 
that proper use of rounds can be a valu-
able tool of the leader that is truly in-
terested in the betterment of our hob-
by and concerned with his club mem-
bers and his popularity as a leader; that 
presented in proper doses the two will 
give the utmost in enjoyment and 
friendship to larger groups for a longer 
period of time; and that patience and 
understanding will go further toward 
making better leaders and better dan-
cers and more loyal supporters of the 
hobby of square and round dancing. 
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Colorful 
Beverlanna wears a ac-
ton votte
y H wit\ WOO 
lac 
e tttill • 
Beverly Hanna and Laura 
Robeson in two more Hanna 
designs in dacron and cotton. 
by Beverly Hanna 
Hampton, Virginia 
The old Virginia Reel is passe' here 
in Hampton, Virginia but the real 
colorful square dance couture is in. 
Square dance costuming has changed 
and improved greatly in the years since 
the 40's when our modern square dance 
movement took off and grew and up-
dated itself. Just as we see improve-
ments in dancing we have made strides 
in our costuming. Today we see beau-
tiful dresses in drip dry, no-iron fabrics. 
In color and fabric designs we find the 
sky's the limit. 
The actual dress designing has im-
proved and grown by leaps and bounds. 
Remember the peasant blouse and the 
three tiered skirt that early dancers 
were "doomed" to wear? The hours  
spent ironing or even pressing our 
dresses and the popular cotton men's 
shirts were such a waste of time. 
Another lucky change came in the 
length of our dresses. Ankle length 
versus our present day knee length 
points out a flaw in the old phrase, 
"good old days." Some basic design 
points have carried through the years 
naturally, but we have improved greatly 
in every way. 
Certainly we have every advantage 
today in our costuming but we need 
to take a look at our good grooming,—
an over all look. Visitors watching our 
favorite dance media for the first time 
immediately see and judge our entire 
activity by our friendliness and our 
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dress of 
°eked dacron  
ming on rnatersat l and cotton  
Laura nonensks eha _.  
6 n. 
Couture 
A border print in dacron 
is flattering for Pat Griggs. 
Bev Hanna graduated from Texas Women's University, Denton, Texas, with a ma-
jor in clothing and costume design. She designed teens and childrens clothing in 
Dallas, and has been designing square dance dresses since 1967. 
general appearance. It could be said 
that beautifully dressed dancers form 
a colorful, happy and exciting picture 
of our activity and there could be no 
better advertisement or drawing card 
for square dancing. Another point to 
remember is that our new dancers are 
looking to us established dancers, for 
guidance on how to act, dress and 
dance. A lady square dancer is a lovely 
picture. Properly attired she makes the 
most of her femininity, disguises figure 
defects, turns from an everyday house-
wife into a beautiful lady. How very 
many proud husbands have said to me, 
"My wife was the most beautiful one 
at the dance." They said it to me 
because she was wearing one of my 
dresses, but the real point is "they 
were beautiful" no matter who made 
the dress they wore. I love making 
square dance dresses. They are more 
fun to design than regular clothes. I 
like to make dresses that are practical, 
pretty, different, and that say "notice 
me." Probably half of the dresses I 
design are custom-made, and these I 
try to suit to the personality and size 
of the individual. 
I use a wide range of materials from 
ultra sheers to heavy weight ones. 
Fabrics that I enjoy working with, 
which you might like to try are• laces, 
all types of sheers, broadcloths, batiste, 
piques, sail cloth and woven design 
fabrics. The key word to remember in 
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Here a dacron voile is mo-
deled by Pat Griggs. 
selecting your fabric is polyester and 
cotton. Combine your material with 
washable trims, lace, ribbon or edgings 
and you will have a finished product 
that is totally "easy-care." The great 
majority of my dresses are simply solid 
pastel sheers trimmed with lace and 
ribbon. 
Fabrics I use include checks, florals, 
geometric prints, dotted swiss, stripes, 
solids, polka dots, eyelash or woven, 
border prints, flocked, plaids and 
pucker stripes. This gives you a wide 
range of choices and today our stores 
are full of beautiful fabrics. 
I love stripes in particular and I find 
them fun and a challenge to use. If I 
have a trademark it would be my sleeve 
treatments. I think this is a good point 
of expression and individuality. I trade 
heavy on midriff styles. Bodice necks 
can be oval, round, square, V shape, 
high or low and even peasant. 
I find midriff designs slenderizing 
when fitted properly, also princess 
dresses are great. The French dart line 
in the bodice is a third slimming style. 
Lucky is the square dancer today 
who loves to sew and makes her own 
dresses. I hope I have planted a few 
new ideas. The accompanying photo-
graphs may provide some added inspi-
ration. "HAPPY SEWING" 
Supplies For The Square Dancer 
Ln_c_ Bouffants & Pantaloons 
By Nita Smith 
Fashions By Beverly 
Capezio Shoes 
Karman Western Wear 
For Men 
LEE ft OPAL 
RAYBOURN 
3310 SUNNYSIDE DRIVE 	HAMPTON, VIRGINIA 23366 PHONE (7031 826-4443 




CONTACT THESE CALLER-LEADERS FOR 
THEIR AREA DANCE INFORMATION AND 



















59 Sycamore St. 
Millbury, Mass. 01527 
Now booking 73-74 
Don Belvin 
1002 Oak Drive 
Manchester, Tenn. 37355 
Caller for H.A.T. records 
Stan Burdick 
Box 788 
Sandusky, Ohio 44870 
Bringing the HI and HO from OHIO 
Louis Calhoun 
1335 Suthard Drive 
Madisonville, Ky. 42431 
Calling tours 
Mal "Ylkes" Cameron 
6 Laraway Ct. Apt. 3C 
Derry, N.H. 03038 
Calling on TOP 
(Yodeling) Jack doe 
3507 Drumm 
Independence, Mo. 64055 
Traveling full time —booking for 72 & 731 
Bob Cone, the "Hawaiian Hillbilly" 
6030 Smith Rd. 
Ft. Wayne, Indiana 46809 
Experience Set To Rhythm 
Jim Duckworth 
3404 Colson Court 
Louisville, Ky. 40220 
Weekends, write for open dates. 
Ed Fraldenburg 
1916 Poseyville Rd., Rt. 10 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Recording on TOP, tours 
Willie Harlan 
P.O. Box 338 
Vinita, Oklahoma 74301 
For the best in square dancing 
Dave "Hash" Hass 
P.O. Box 5 
East Hampton, Conn. 06424 
NOW booking for 1973-74. 
Frannie Heintz 
27 Flynt Ave. 
Monson, Mass. 01057 
Dance with con-fer-dance! 
Dick Kenyon 
598 Mayfield Dr. 
Lansing, Michigail 
Hash, sings, anytime, anywhere 
George Looney 
4697 Ridge Rd. 
Brooklyn, Ohio 44144 
"Jivin' George" 
Ken Oppenlander 
319 6. 6th St. 
Manhattan, Ks. 66502 
Festivals, Clubs, Workshops 
Russ Perfors 
992 Tioga Trail 
Willoughby, Ohio 44094 
Rustle your bustle with Russell 
Bill Ryan 
138 University 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14214. 
Recording on TOP, tours 
Charlie Trapp 
23 St{nnyside Ave. 
Hanover, Mass. 02339 
You call for me, I'll call for you... 
Bob Wickers 
714 La'Marlte Dr. 
Manchester, Mo. 63011 
Traveling full time anywhere 
Deuce Williams 
3955 West Point Ave. 
Dearborn Hts., Mich. 48125 
The Rhythm Dealer — Hash & Songs 
Web Witter 
2904 Northeast Dr. 
Austin, Texas 78723 
Square Tunes recordings for fun 
Clyde Wood (453-2137) 
3210 N.E. 39th St. 
Kansas City, Mo. 64117 
Open dates— You ring, I'll sing! 
Francis Zeller 
Box 67 
McCracken, Ks. 67556 
73-75 Calendar Available— vinyl cover 
Gene Webster 
1803 Heather Lane 
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452 
Open dates — western style 
Leaving March 25, 1973 on 
Tour: Southern Ohio, Ky., 
Tennessee, Georgia, Florida. 
Open dates — special rates! 
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by Mona & Louis Cremi 
WASHINGTON SQUARE 
Two-step by Gaismon & Miwero Smarrelli 
SLEEPY TIME GAL 
SIESTA IN SEVILLA 
This is a recoupling of two old favorites, 




TOP 25261 	 TUNDRA/ WESTERING 
New instrumental hoedowns 
Twel grenn 
(Dealers Only) 
We stock POP LABEL round dance records 
HURRY ON DOWN 
Flip square by Jim Cargill, Sewell, N.J. 
COME TO THE CABARET 
Flip square by Harry Tucciarone, Trumbull, Conn. 
SPECIAL PRESSINGS: 
MER 30004 Melody Waltz/ Dream Awhile 
MGM 14140 Long Haired Lover/ 
Sweet Gingerbread Man 
RAN 842/100 Gentle Samba/ Calcutta 
DEC 1901 	Folsom Prison/ Birth Of Blues 
POPULAR POPS: 
A&M 870 	Frenchy Brown 
A&M 8501 Struttin' With Maria 
A&M 742 	Numero Cinco 
CAP 6026 Hokey Pokey/ Bunny Hop 
CHAL 59131 Limbo Rock 
COL 33051 Little Black Book 
DOT 102 	Wheels/ Orange Blossom Special 
RECENT POPS: 
8W 2001 	Easy Goin' Kind 
MER 73275 Do You Remember These 
Mega 0052 Sugar Cured 
RCA74-0550 Kiss An Angel Goodmorning 
TEL 1402 	Ecstasy Tango/ Bell Tango 
TEL 1936 Till There Was You 
PAR 0117 	L-O-V-E 
RAN 915 Continental Goodnight 
Thunderbird 515 Tango Of Roses 
GNP 439 	Rangers Waltz 
squaredancer instead of merely someone who is doing a little 
dancing. That's the way we human beings work. A rose may 
stay the same, but we change. We vary with circumstances, 
surroundings and trappings. 
"I f the 
jettisoning of 
formalities con-
tinues, we soon will 
be dancing in loin 
cloths and G-strings." 
704 	ex,rot aimed 
by John Jones 
Glendale, California 
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According to Gertrude Stein, "A rose is a rose is a rose." And Shakespeare 
was of the opinion that, "A rose by any other name would smell as sweet." But 
people are different. If they dress in a certain way, they tend to act in accord 
with their attire. 
As pointed out in a previous article, we get a lot of enjoyment out of dressing 
in the full regalia of squaredancing and looking the part thoroughly. But 
the benefits of the apparel go beyond that. When a person is all dressed up 
in the complete costume, he actually views himself in a different light. 
He thinks of himself as a squaredancer, rather than as just someone 
who at the moment is squaredancing. Believe it or not, he actually gains 
confidence from thinking of himself as a full-fledged, no-fooling 
Along the same lines: Calling a rose 
a spitunia may not make it smell any 
less sweet; but calling a male square-
dancer a 'boy,' a 'guy,' or a 'fella' 
tends to make him think of himself as 
a boy, guy, or fella - and therefore act 
like one. Conversely, calling him a 
'gent,' and his partner a 'lady,' defi-
nitely encourages them to view them-
seives as such and to comport them-
selves as such. 
The designation 'gentlemen' is just 
a trifle too formal, spilling over into 
stuffiness. And besides that, it is awk-
wardly long to try to use in calls, most 
of the time. But the abbreviated form 
'gents' retains enough of the dignity 
of formality and at the same time is of 
a handy length. 'Ladies,' of course, is 
fine just as it is. 
This matter is not a tempest in a 
teapot. Many formalities in square-
dancing (as in the world at large, for 
that matter) are being shunted aside in  
favor of the less formal-the "more 
relaxed and carefree," as its advocates 
doubtless would express it. 
This article is not an appeal for us 
to return to the celluloid collar. For-
mality overdone becomes stiffness and 
spoils the fun. But on the other hand, 
abandonment of formalities eventually 
leads to downright sloppiness. To wit: 
acres of bare feet all over southern 
California, appearing even in posh 
places that Howard Hughes would 
hesitate to go into in tennis shoes. If 
the jettisoning of formalities continues, 
we soon will be dancing in loin cloths 
and G strings. 
We have lost something valuable in 
giving up formality in dress and in 
nomenclature. We can recover it easily 
enough if only we decide we want to. 
Do we? Nomenclature lies mostly in 
the province of the caller. Dress is the 
dancer's department. Anyone for less 
slovenliness and more enjoyment? 
THE SOUND WITH THE SOLID BEAT 
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NEW RELEASES 
JK-133 If I Could Write A Song JK-134 Do You Remember These 
Caller: Ken Anderson 	 Caller: John Hendron 
RECENT RELEASES 
JK-131 False Hearted Girl 	PIL-1010 Red Roses For A Blue 
Caller: Dick Jones 	 Caller: Randy Anderson 	 Lady 
NEW LONG PLAY JK-1201 
10 Great Singing Calls — 6 Great Callers 
SIDE 1 	 SIDE 2 
REAL TRUE LOVIN— Ken Anderson 
	
RAINDROPS KEEP FALLIN— Ken Anderson 
FOOTBALL HERO— Klp Garvey 
	
SANTA CLAUS— Dick Jones 
RING OF FIRE—John Hendron AVERAGE PEOPLE— Phil Adams 
ME AND BOBBY MCGEE—  Red Bates L.A. INTERNATIONAL AI RPORT—J.Hendron 
WHEN THERE'S FIRE—John Hendron PUT YOUR HAND IN THE HAND—K.Anderson 
at your dealer or order direct 
NEW ROUNDS 
JK-508F FOR THE GOOD TIMES 	 JK-508R RHYTHM IN THE RAIN 
Howard and Phyllis Swanson 	 Dick and Marlene Bayer 




Babe Higdon sews for herself and 
her caller-husband. She and Nita Smith 
presented a sewing panel at the March, 
1972, Washington Festival, dealing with 
men's wear and the use of double knits. 
Babe also staffed the sewing panel at 
the Washington Area Callers Jamboree 
last month. 
The photo shows caller Jerry Hig-
don wearing a suit tailored by Babe of 
red eyelash material. Lined with red 
dacron, it features a waist-length jacket 
and is worn with red tie, white shirt 
and boots. 
Babe's thoughts on men's fashions 
for square dancing were recently printed 
in the Washington area magazine. We 
thank the editors of "Mike and Monitor" 
for allowing us to share them. 
Watch out, ladies, the men are giving 
us a run for our money when it comes 
to square dance apparel. A whole new 
trend is opening up that shows the men 
are changing from their traditional 
black trousers and white shirts and 
going very modern. 
In years gone by, it was the caller 
who dressed in the neatly tailored 
western suit because he was the man 
up front — the professional — and he 
was expected to be dressed differently. 
But now, even the caller has gone 
modern with the new belted western 
suits with flared legs, or the chic knit 
flares with contrasting body shirts, or 
even the matching trouser and vest 
outfits. 
The new snappy shades of burgundy 
or mustard, or the whites with narrow 
stripes, plain shades of true navy, 
brown, grey and black are showing up 
more and more, and shows that the 
men are rapidly changing to today's 
styles. 
Can you think of anything more 
attractive than a man wearing a pair of 
burgundy flares with a hot pink shirt? 
How about a pair of mustard trousers 
with a deep gold shirt? They would 
add style and color to any dance floor. 
So, ladies, you will have to keep on 
your toes and update your wardrobe 
to the new shades, or your other half 
will outshine you on the dance floor. 
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"My favorite dress is colorful, comfor-
table and requires little care, "says Min-
nie Martin, of Stuart, Virginia. The navy 
blue body is cotton-dacron blend. The 
border print is red and white and was 
purchased for $1.20 from a remnant ta-
ble at Crossnore, N.C. Pretty dress, for 
a small cost — one way to beat inflation! 
♦ •■ 
Boleros, wide belts, the peasant look are 
in! Lil May, of Toledo, has combined all 
these ingredients with a blue tapestry 
print to make a gay, comfortable and 







Peggy Poe of Independence, Missouri, 
models a dress of pink sheer organdy 
over red perma press material. The trim 
is pink satin ribbon with self-fabric ruf-
fles. 
For Valentine's Day, Mrs. John Richter 
of the Toledo, Ohio area, trimmed her 
white whipped cream dress with three 
sizes of red velvet hearts. Both the hearts 
and the red waist-cincher may be re-
moved and replaced by other motifs for 
special occasions. A special feature of the 
dress is the double-gathered ruffle around 
the eight-gored skirt. 
L. 





THE DIAGRAMMED GUIDE TO BETTER SQUARE DANCING 
Diagrams of 120 movements, showing starting posi-
tions, turning directions and ending positions. Each 
basic, extended basic, and commonly called club level 
movement is written in detail. Preface shows hand 
holds, arm holds, other set-ups. Booklet includes terms, 
rules, differences in figures; indexed for reference. 
A MUST FOR EVERY SQUARE DANCER! 	$2.00 
SQUARE DANCERS 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 
• 1403 DESCRIPTIONS OF ALL MOVEMENTS 
• 3 PAGES OF TERMS 
• 1 fL PAGES OF RULES THE 
• 2 PAGES: WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES? SQUARE DANCING 




Will be sent out three times per year, April, August, 
and December. The December supplement will include 
a new Index. In that this list Is very large, supplements 
will cost $1.00 per year plus three 4"x QV?" self-
addressed envelopes with 8g postage on two and 16( 
on the other. It Is very Important to Include the last 
number In your booklet and for you to remember when 
these are due. 
8, BILL BURLESON 
$4.00 pp. 
Ohio Residents add 
4% Sales Tax. 
Result of 10-year survey. 
Shows movement differences. 
An aid to standardization. 
A rapid, comprehensive reference, 
not an endorsement of all. 
140 offset-printed pages, 81/2 x 11" 
Bill Burleson 
2565 Fox Ave. 




Just received your latest issue of the 
magazine and read the article by Jim 
Teal on One Night Stands. I disagree 
with Jim about the visiting couple type 
of dance and here is why. 
First let me give you a little back-
ground so that you know we speak 
from experience. We have been dancing 
for ten years and calling for eight. We 
are about to start our sixth season 
calling easy level dances around Trinity 
Lake in northern California. We have 
been calling at the same guest ranch 
every Friday night during the season. 
I think it was one of the greatest 
thrills of my calling career the night I 
looked at a floor with 150 couples 
doing Teton Mt. Stomp together in 
rhythm. There were hippies, well-
dressed older people and little kids 
all having a ball together. Believe me, 
there is no generation gap at our 
summer dances. 
We use modern maneuvers all the 
way and dip into the past only for 
patterns that work particularly well. 
We have found this not only entertains 
the people that are there, it also sells 
square dancing as a recreation to a 
good share of them. We know many 
of them who have gone home to their 
respective cities and joined a square 
dance club because of their experience 
with easy level dancing. 
A recreation director told us once 
that people not only like to have fun 
but like to feel a sense of accomplish-
ment and enjoy learning something as 
long as they don't have to work at it 
too hard. We don't use patterns but 
teach basic maneuvers and therefore 
we can get them dancing right away. 
After the first few go-rounds they are 
listening, and then the caller can slightly 
reduce the music and give a warm 
walk-thru that feels like a dance. 
We tried last year for the first time 
having a challenge tip at the end of the  
evening at the big dance Saturday 
night which we explain ahead of time 
and the groups really enjoyed it. We 
explain that we will call everything we 
have done all evening and see how long 
they can keep their square going. Of 
course we fudge to the point where 
not too many of them break down, 
but don't tell them that! 
We were very fortunate to learn to 
dance ten years ago at two clubs, one 
very modern and one not quite over 
being a folk dance club. So we did 
visiting couple type of dances and 
things like the grapevine twist and 
thread the needle. Few of our caller 
friends have danced the old dances or 
even knew they exist. We found them 
interesting but too difficult as a rule 
to use at a one night stand. It is far 
easier to circle left and right and do-
sa-do and swing, than to learn a long 
pattern even for one couple at a time. 
The terminology generally used by the 
old dances is not as descriptive as the 
new terminology as a rule and there-
fore takes longer to explain. 
Visiting couple dances are not 
wrong at a one night stand, because 
you are there to entertain and not to 
teach, but we feel if you can do both, 
and sell modern square dancing, why 
not? We don't want our easy level dan-
cers to be surprised at the intricasies 
of our 1972 square dancing when they 
do enter a class. 
They also seem to have more res-
pect for the square dancer of today, 
and can see the reason for a class if we 
present dancing in such a way that it 
isn't too easy. How many times have 
you tried to talk someone into dan-
cing and had him say, "Oh, that!" 
This takes a caller who can instruct 
well. We find these dances more chal- 
lenging to call than our club dances. 
We have things in mind and play it by 
ear when we get there, since all groups 
23 
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are a little different. Some nights we 
have used only eight maneuvers and 
the dancers have had a blast. We also 
use several easy round dances and ad-
apt familiar singing calls to whatever 
basics we have managed to teach. 
If any callers have not tried one-
night stands or easy-level dances, we 
hope they will. They not only sell 
square dancing but help a whole lot 
with callers expenses, too. We could 
support ourselves very nicely in the 
summer with these dances. 
The thing that people seem to like 
most about these dances is dancing 
and meeting so many people. Most of 
them have never been in a recreation 
that mixes people and gets them to-
gether having a good time so easily. 
We have enjoyed your easy-level  
page and think it is something that 
was needed. However, we use more 
hash calling than singing calls because 
we can time them so that the dancers 
dance them without breaking down. 
The singing calls we use are always easi-
er than any hash figures they have 
done, and that way we assure success. 
There is one thing we wish we had a 
fool-proof method for and that is to 
get everyone on the floor for the first 
dance. If anyone can do that, our hat 
is off to you and we'd like to know 
how. We have tried every way that 
has been suggested and some we ori-
ginated, and still we are not satisfied 
with the result. 
Vail & Peggy Hickey 
McKin/eyville, California 
111e6er We.eterst Wear 
104 WEMPE DRIVE — CUMBERLAND, MD. 21502 — PHONE (3011 724-2925 
CLOUD NINE" COMFORT by Coast Ballet 
PRINCESS — An unlined 
pump with an elasticized 
throat. full IA" foam cush 
toned innersole and a 3/8 " 
heel.  
WHITE or BLACK ..$7.98 
GOLD or SILVER . S9.98 
PLUS POST AGE 
RINGO — Unlined with an elas 
ticized throat, an instep strap 
joined by an elastic ring, Cush-
ioned innersole and 1/2 " heel.  
WHITE or BLACK .. $8.98 
GOLD or SILVER 	$10.98 
PLUS POSTAGE 
ALL COLORS 
Colo, RED - PINK - HOT PINK 
-ORANGE - YELLOW- LAVENDER 
-LT .BLUE-BROWN-LIME GREEN 
-BONE-NAVY BLUE 
available on 24 Hour Service. 
Price of Colored $9.95 
plus Postage Charge 
Specify ROUND or TAPERED TOE 
■s shown. 
SIZES: 4 thru 11 










   
THE LSD OF SQUARE DANCING 
by Solyel Nelson Slick, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 
LOVE, SOCIABILITY AND DE-
SIRE to dance of both amateur and 
experienced Square Dancers can't be 
surpassed when you have a gala event 
that encourages guys and dolls of all 
ages to participate in an evening of 
fellowship, food and fun. 
On a Sunday in April, six couples—
members of the 5TH SUNDAY COU-
PLES CLUB of HOLY CROSS LUTH-
ERAN CHURCH, Menomonee Falls, 
Wisconsin, volunteered to take on the 
responsibility of planning a Pot Luck 
Dinner and an evening of Square 
Dancing at the fellowship hall in our 
church. 
"Spring" was on stage that evening 
in all its splendor. Garden tools wrapped 
in tin foil leaned against a six-foot 
young cedar fence. Sprinkler cans, 
sacks of fertilizer and samples of grass 
seeds, clay red pots with freshly planted 
daisys, tulips, sunflowers, violets and 
geraniums were attractively displayed 
on stage. A family of waddling ducks 
made an appearance while the "Sun"  
smiled on the whole affair. 
POT LUCK DINNERS always bring 
the crowd together. Every lady pre-
pared her favorite dish of food to share 
with others. Homemade rolls, salads, 
casseroles and rich desserts plus hot 
cups of Java enticed even the diet 
conscious guests to indulge in home-
cooking specialities. A wooden framed 
trellis decorated with plastic and crepe 
paper spring flowers in a wide assort-
ment of pastels helped carry out the 
spring theme that commenced on stage. 
Vases of crepe paper flowers adorned 
each table as a centerpiece. 
Mr. Bill Kersey, Square Dance Caller 
for the O.K. Squares of Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, served our every whim and 
provided the entertainment for the 
guests who came to enjoy the pleasure 
of square dancing. 
Variety is the spice of life, even on 
the dance floor. Mr. Kersey, led our 
guys and dolls into an evening of fun-
filled shuffling and promenading with 




by Harold & Lill Bausch 
Success! That wonderful word! 
Everyone wants to be a success. What 
does it take to be a successful dancer? 
Does it take night after night of classes, 
practice, and discussion? Perhaps. Does 
it involve being able to do each new 
call quickly and with no mistakes? 
That could help. Does it mean that 
you must belong to many clubs and of 
course to the "better" clubs? I wonder. 
May I quote a definition of success 
that I once read — author unknown? 
I believe this will give us an insight 
into what it takes to be a successful 
square dancer, too. I quote, "The man 
is a success who has lived well, laughed 
often, and loved much; who has gained 
the respect of intelligent men and the 
love of children; who has filled his 
niche and accomplished his task; who 
leaves the world better than he found 
it. 
Following this lead we could say 
that the dancer who enjoys dancing 
with all — and who is enjoyed by all, 
is a success. He who blames no one for  
mistakes made in the square but smiles 
and is ready to try again, who invites 
the new dancer to join him, who 
dances with young and old, thin and 
heavy, shares his fun and thanks others 
for a good time, he is a success. 
The person who is slow to criticize 
but quick to compliment is a joy to all. 
Those who square up quickly, ask 
people to dance who have been left 
out a time or two, invite strangers into 
their square and make them friends, 
these people are successful dancers, 
and these people help make their clubs 
a success. 
Note all these fine attributes of the 
successful dancer and then note too, 
that ability was not mentioned once. 
We see then that ability is not the 
prime requirement of being a success—
rather it is an accomplishment added 
as the years go by. If we but relax and 
enjoy our dancing, the ability to dance 
with more skill and grace will come to 
us. I am always so sorry to find that 
some who start dancing fall by the 
wayside, lost to our great hobby be-
cause they have been too impatient to 
achieve skill. If they would have just 
learned to relax, enjoy the company of 
others, and let others enjoy their com-
pany, then most of these people would 
be with us today. 
So, to be a success, go back to my 
earlier quote, and you find that we 
should live well, laugh often and love. 
BEST CLUB TRICK, Continued. 
ZEST. His selections were well chosen 
and kept a steady pace of action 
throughout the evening. Stopping to 
"catch a breath" and enjoy a refreshing 
glass of punch, afforded all of us 
dancers time to participate in two 
party games, tit-tat-toe and changing 
places with one another on a row of 
chairs. 
Of interest to all participators, IS 
the freedom of pleasure one derives 
while scurrying around in squares, 
circles and other formations. You too 
can even have fun with TWO LEFT 
FEET. 
GOLD * STAR * RECORDS 
CORRECTION: 
The name of the new Gold Star 
record in the ad on the back co-
ver of the June issue should be 






NOTE: This month we'll stir the pot a bit 
and see what good chunks of meat and po- 
tatoes may lie in the depths of the stew 	 
DOGGONE-CONSIDER-IT! 
At a well-known callers school 
where Johnny Davis (Kentucky) is a 
staff member, one of the new callers 
asked, "Why do dancers today take 
so many shortcuts and do so many 
innovative flourishes that seem to vio-
late good principles of dance styling 
we've known traditionally. Johnny 
answered the question with another: 
"Why does a dog eat grass?" 
Then he elaborated on the simile —
"A dog eats grass only when there is 
something missing in his diet. Maybe 
all of us should work harder to give 
the dancers a better balanced diet, so 
they won't have the inclination to im-
provise." 
TETE-A-TETE IN CINCI 
We are well aware that dancers as 
well as callers read this column. To the 
dancers we'll address this question: 
Have you ever wondered what callers 
talk about when they get together? Re-
cently at a special Koffee Klatch on 
Saturday morning of the Buckeye Con-
vention in Cincinnati, Jerry Helt led 
an informal callers discussion. Subjects 
discussed were: Purpose of the Caller-
Lab in California; Responsibility of 
callers as professionals; Standardization 
of basics; Duration of beginner square 
dance classes; Lack of styling in our 
dancing; Ways to promote and MAIN-
TAIN dancing; Young people in our 
dancing; and Dangerous trends, inclu-
ding drinking at dances. It proved to 
be a lively discussion. Other state fes-
tival organizers would be well-advised 
to include this kind of KALLERS 
KOFFEE KLATCH to give callers a 
chance to get acquainted and exchange 
ideas. 
WHEN YOU'RE HOT 
It is a well-known fact that many 
callers clip the timing in their patter 
calling either through inadequate know-
ledge of proper timing or because they 
are under the misconception that this 
method can create INSTANT CHAL-
LENGE DANCING to please the hot 
shots in the crowd. Luther Rhodes, 
vice-chairman of program squares at 
the Iowa National Convention points 
out that "Challenge dancing is precis-
ion dancing and requires a broad know-
ledge of square dance terminology, a 
nimble mind, and quick reflexes. Clip-
ped timing and increased tempo are a 
challenge only to the dancer's physical 
condition and stamina, and have NO 
PLACE in square dancing." Good 
thought, Luther. 
MORE SYSTEM-ATIC STATIC 
Callers can study various systems 
of calling "hash" very well this month. 
It reminds us to mention to the several 
hundred callers who have purchased 
"The Windmill" system booklet adver-
tised in the back of this magazine that 
two additional pages of information 
to insert are available free by sending 
a stamped, addressed envelope. A cal-
ler came to us just the other day and 
said, "That windmill is great. It really 
works for me and is the best system 
I've found for calling patter." 
CONSIDER US A CLEARING HOUSE 
Your editors are not just magazine 
editors. We're "full-time" in the whole 
realm of square dance interest. We're 
active dancers and callers. We're a 
clearing house of information and con-
cern. If we can't answer your question, 
we'll try to refer you to someone who 
can. So write us or call us (419-433-
2188, preferably mornings) for assis-
tance. Ask for our CALLDEX file of 
information on callers available to call 
for your club. Ask us where you can 
dance in a certain city. Ask us about 




to dance Hr17,0, 
Would you like to visit and dance in exciting 
Hawaii, New Zealand and Australia on . e 2-3 
week tour in July, 1973 with Burdicks, Leh-
nerts, Bausches, as hosts. Sponsor: Square 
Dance Magazine, Box 788, Sandusky, Ohio. 
FOUR GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING 
Fun Fest, Swap Shop, Rebel Roundup, 
Accent on Rounds vv/Squares, Spring & 
Fall 1972. Write Fontana Village Resort 
Fontana Dam, North Carolina 28733 
CAMP AND DANCE— POTATO HILL—
Boonville, N.Y. (North of Utica) Club level 
dancing every Fri. & Sat. all summer. Holi-
day weekends. Ed Fraidenburg, Mon. Aug. 
14. Write J. Uebelacker, Buskirk, NY 12028 
CARIBBEAN HOLIDAY Jet-cruise, Oct. 22, 
1972, 14 days; $559 up from L.A. includes 
35+ meals, deluxe hotels and sightseeing. S/D 
enroute in New Orleans & Miami. Write John 
Campbell, 1040 Golf Ct., Mt.View, Cal94040 
SPRING GULCH BARN- dance every week-
end, June, July, August. Write for complete 
schedule; Spring Gulch Barn, R.D. 2, New 
Holland, Pa. 17557. Special S/D Week, dif-
ferent caller every night, July 22 - 28. 
PROMENADE HALL 
7897 Taft St. 
Merrillville, Ind. 46410 
For information, call 219-887-1403 
TOTAL SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM!  
YELLOW ROCK BARN 
011ie Scrivener, 8301 VVestridge Road. 
Raytown, Missouri 64138 
AIR-CONDITIONED for year-round 
dancing comfort. 
2nd Annual Event for Single Square Dan-
cers, U.S.A., for all square dancers; All 50 
states expected. Oklahoma City, Sept. 1-3. 
Write Joe Ellis, 3926 S.E. 11th, Oklahoma 
City, Ok. 73115. 
4th ANNUAL SEPTEMBERFEST 
Sept. 23-30, 1972 
Dancing in two air-conditioned halls at 
Kentucky Dam Village State Park 
Write: Box 190, Murray, Ky. 42071 
CAMPER/DANCER VACATIONS-1972 
in the Blue Ridge Mts. 11wks. & 4 wknds. 
Top callers, good hall, shady sites, boats, 
swim, near golf. ROUND-dez-Vous Lodge, 
Rt. 7, Box 688, Asheville, N.C. 28803. 
BOAT CRUISE AND DANCE, Kelley's Is-
land, Lake Erie, afternoon and evening, Ju-
ly 23, Gene Webster & Stan Burdick calling. 
For information, write S. Burdick, 216 Wil-
liams St., Huron, Ohio 44839 
2nd HUNTINGTON S & R/D FESTIVAL 
July 28, 29, 30; Memorial Field House; 
Huntington, W.V. w/Bob Fisk, Allen Tip-
ton, Sonny Bess, Cecil Sayre, Easterdays. 
Write S. Bess, 646 Adams, Huntington. 
FAR WESTERN S/D CONVENTION, July 
13.15, 1972; Memorial Coliseum, Portland, 
Oregon. Write Shep & Bev Sheppard, Gen. 
Chmn., 12730 NE Rose Pkwy,Portland,Ore. 
Go Far West Where The Dancing Is Best ( nil  
FALL FESTIVAL -Mountain Lake high 
in the scenic Allegheny Mts. of Virginia. 
Harry McColgan, Jim Harlow, Stan Bur-
dick, Dorsey Adams calling. Dowdys on 
rounds. Sept. 15-17. Details: This mag. 
-yekr 
17C116 
AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE subscription 
dances. Write for details about organizing one. 
REMEMBER: "All we're asking is 
your time...." because there is ab-
solutely NO RISK in conducting a 
subscription dance in your area.... 
Minerva, New York; Wednesday, August 9 
(Contact Bill & Mary Jenkins) 
Toledo, Ohio; Sunday, September 10 
(Contact Jim & Mary Batema) 
Kansas City, Missouri; Wednesday, Nov. 8 
(Contact Jack Cloe) 
// 
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ALTHOUGH THIS COLORFUL 
AND FLAMBOYANT CALLER 
MAY BELONG TO A 	 _ 
BYGONE ERA, 











"YOU SEE, MARY, 
HE JUST STANDS 
THERE AND PLAYS 
HIS TAPES WHILE 
THEY DANCE... 
IF HE WERE 
TO CALL THE 
DANCE, IT MIGHT 
DESTROY THE 
Li4AGE 
IT TOOK A 
SMALL FORTUNE 





CALL ME LUCKY 
by Glorie Shirley, Arlington, Virginia 
I'm a caller's wife! With this goes 
some mighty nice benefits. I receive 
accolades on the love of my life; my 
faults are tolerated with extreme good 
humor by the square dance world; and 
I have the opportunity to sample some 
of the finest gastronomical delicacies 
that you gals can set forth—and that's 
only the beginning. 
I'm in the "know". I know how 
many long, long hours of individual 
concentration and practice go into the 
preparation of a dance for us square 
dancers, and I know how very necessary 
it is. That timing and smooth delivery 
is not a natural phenomenon, it is 
practiced dedication. As verbal as I 
am, I have come to realize how im-
portant a bit of quietness or gentle 
conversation is to my caller during that 
hour or so before a dance. 
When we get to the dance it is a 
natural that he must go his way—as the 
star of our team—and I must go mine. 
Like the variety of callers that you 
have, we caller's wives too must be our 
individual selves. I'm basically friendly 
and enjoy greeting everyone at the 
door as they arrive. By the same token, 
1 bid them farewell as they leave. I tax 
my mental ability to remember as many 
names as possible and this arrangement 
is an aid to that end. 
As for dancing—I love to and have 
the good fortune to dance most every 
tip my hubby calls so that I can 
honestly evaluate his choreography, 
timing and general feel of the music 
and the attitude of the dancers. If in a 
series of movements I find something a 
little uncomfortable from the women's 
standpoint. I make a mental note of it 
and we discuss it after the dance. Then 
again, if a series of movements have 
been exceptionally smooth and fun to 
execute, he hears this too! I try to be 
extremely watchful of the loudness of 
the music and my caller's voice. That's 
as big an irritant with dancers as I have 
come across. In a small hall there is 
generally no problem but when you 
get a large hall and more than one 
caller, then if we're not cautious, I 
begin to get vibrations from the dancers 
that the sound is too loud, that it's 
become distorted, that the blare is 
nerve-racking, etc. This I can generally 
handle with a slight nod or a word 
between tips to my caller. 
Any other questions or suggestions 
generally come to me too from the 
club members since I am always avail-
able where my caller's time is limited 
to the between tip rest. There again 
when time allows, I relay all those 
necessary bits of information to him 
that will help him know his people and 
his clubs better. At our household, I 
do the general bookkeeping of the 
facets of calling life but Howie basically 
handles his own calendar. In regard to 
week-end calling dates, out of town 
dates, etc., we mutually agree on what 
we can fit in and what we will have to 
forgo. 
As for those special dances that re-
quire after-party stints, the "ham" in 
me shines forth and I begin culling my 
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brain for bits of information I have 
stored up for just this sort of thing. 
Wherever we go I am on the lookout 
for special records, books, props, etc., 
so that sometime in the future when 
Howie says "we're on"—I'm ready! 
What I lack in know-how I make up 
for with positive thinking. I consider it 
a compliment when the clubs seek my 
help for special dances and ideas and I 
hope they will always know I am 
available and willing. 
I am ever aware that were it not for 
the dancers there would be little need 
for callers so I try in all ways to let the 
dancers know how very much we 
appreciate their support by hosting 
special dances, picnics, dinners and  
making good use of that well-worn 
word "Thanks". Whatever we do, it 
never seems quite enough for those 
people in our clubs who have gone 
"above and beyond the call" when it 
comes to support with their continued 
help at classes, first nighters, exhibi-
tions, filling in for me by doing my 
chores so I might be free to "greet and 
meet", etc. 
Well, as you can see, being "number 
two" in a going partnership carries an 
abundance of pleasures, friendships and 
yes, responsibilities too. I am needed, 
and to be needed is to be loved, and 
that is what this life is all about —
call me lucky!!!! 
From Mike And Monitor, Washington 
"SEW WITH DISTINCTION" 
PROMENADE'S 
Guide to better Sewing 
MAKE YOUR OWN 
COST $1.25 








MAN'S Sill R T 
ACCESSORIES 
TRIMS 
Order from Paul & Betty Plehn, 534 Maple Blvd., Monroe, Michigan 48161 
RUTH & REUE. DETURK 
1606 Hopmeodow Street 
Simsbury, Conn. 06070 
SEND FOR OUR 
MAIL. ORDER CATALOG 
#578 A FIVE TIER A 
PETTICOAT 
$7.98 
pus $1.00 Postage \;> 
All time favorite tricot 
yoke. Outer skirt of 
crisp "nylon baby horse-
hair," underskirt of nylon.  
sheer to prevent scratchi-
ness. Self-colored binding 
on each tier. White, red, 
black, pink, blue, maize, or-
chid, hot pink, apple green, 
gold, orange and royal. 
P-S-M-L and XL 
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CONGRESS Air 4,1776 
by Bob Howell 
easy 'eve 
Pl. w.f. ;tides of )clti Cr, Cd 
  
Here we go for the Fourth Of July 	 
YANKEE DOODLE MIXER 
RECORD: Folkkraft 1080 
FORMATION: Single circle, facing partners, gents facing counterclockwise, ladies 
facing clockwise, both hands joined. 
YANKEE DOODLE WENT TO TOWN 
Sashay or side-skip four steps toward the center of the circle. 
RIDING ON A PONY 
Sashay back out four steps. 
STUCK A FEATHER IN HIS HAT 
Sashay in four steps. 
AND CALLED IT MACARONI 
Sashay back out. 
YANKEE DOODLE KEEP IT UP, YANKEE DOODLE DANDY 
Do-sa-do partner in eight counts. 
MIND THE MUSIC AND THE STEP 
Take corner lady and promenade 
AND WITH THE GIRLS BE HANDY. 
Promenade, then face new partner to begin again. 
32 
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A very new release that falls within the realm of easy level is a delightful dance 
called "Just One Time." The change of rhythm really gets the floor moving. 
JUST ONE TIME 
RECORD: Kalox 1126 
Dance by John Saunders, Altamonte Springs, Florida 
OPENER, BREAK, CLOSER: 
Four ladies promenade inside that land 
Box the gnat, swing your man and then 
Join hands circle left I sing 
Left allemande weave around the ring 
*Oh, Oh, Oh, how I miss you so 
Do-sa-do and promenade you know 
I, I, I'd give this heart of mine 
If I could see you just one time. 
FIGURE: 
(Now one and three (two and four)) 
Promenade half way round you know 
Two and four (one and three) do a do-sa-do 
Half square thru then that corner swing 
Left allemande and weave around the ring 
•Repeat from above. 
NOTE: Extra line to use before break and ending: Go eight to the middle and back 
SEQUENCE: Opener, figure twice heads, Break, figure twice sides, Ending. 
SO LONG CONTRA 
RECORD: "Bye Bye Blues— Swinging Squares 2327 
DUPLE MINOR — Actives crossed over, 1,3,5,35c. 
= 
V11,710* 
Intro; On last four counts pick up with 
Actives do-sa-do with the one below 
Same girl swing and whirl (Swing same lady and put her on the 
right, facing down the set) 
Fours down and wheel and deal (In lines of four, move down the 
set four steps and then wheel and deal in four counts) 
Come back up and cast off three-quarters (or wheel to a line) 
(Come back up the set four steps and cast off on the outside 
person with a'/ turn) 
Ladies chain 
Chain them back 
Left hand star 










Repeat from beginning: Do-sa-do with the one below 
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NEW JERSEY ADDS 674 DANCERS 
The Northern New Jersey S/D As-
sociation held its annual Graduates' 
Ball in April. Fourteen caller/instruc-
tors put the new dancers (approxi-
mately 36 squares) through their paces. 
Twenty-seven of 31 clubs in the asso-
ciation held classes this year and 674 
dancers graduated into the wonderful 
world of dancing! Hosts for the event 
were John and Dorothy Lutz, vice-
presidents. 
The association sponsors a series of 
Wednesday evening dances with some 
of the best area callers: July 19, Beu-
lah Samec; July 26, Bob Kellogg; Aug-
ust 2, Manny Amor; August 9, Hal 
Holmes; August 16, Glenn Cooke; Au-
gust 23, Chip Hendrickson; August 30, 
Bruce Vertun. Information on dances 
may be obtained from Frank and Lor-
raine Mooney, 44 Sagamore Trail, Spar-
ta, N.Y. 07871. 
NEW OFFICERS 
The Illinois Federation of S&R/D 
Clubs announced new officers in May: 
President, Lyle Wise; Vice-president, 
Delmar Sappenfield; Secretary, Lynn 
Dieterle; Treasurer, Jim Unsttatd; Edi-
tor of Square Chute, Marilyn Elder. 
The "round dance" in the Federation 
name is a recent change to encompass 
all groups in the area. 
NEW IN NEW ZEALAND 
At a recent meeting of callers, 
the New Zealand Square and Round 
Dance Callers and Teachers Association 
was established. An election resulted 
in Russ Ainsworth (Auckland) as presi-
dent, Art Shepherd (Christchurch) as 
secretary-treasurer, and Dennis Spack- 
man of Auckland, Bill Buttolph of 
Christchurch and Frank MacKenzie of 
Dunedin on the executive board. Twen-
ty-two callers out of twenty-four have 
joined. A quarterly publication called 
the "Journal" will contain items on all 
phases of both square and round dan-
cing. The constitution allows for both 
full memberships and subscribers, who 
are callers, tutors and instructors who 
do not, at the date of application, meet 
the requirements for full membership. 
Responsibilities of members and a code 
of ethics have been approved. One of 
the first events was the selection of 
six rounds to be taught in clubs for the 
1972 season. Standards and styles were 
accepted as laid down by the first 75 
basics as taught in the USA. Round 
dance clubs may choose any rounds, 
but only those approved by the associa-
tion will be programmed at festivals, 
conventions and weekend functions. 
Art Shepherd 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
EUROPEAN ROUND- UP 
The All-Europe Round-Up spon-
sored by the European Association of 
American Square Dance Clubs will be 
held on the Labor Day Weekend at the 
Burgerhaus in Morfeldn, Germany. Har-
old Bausch will conduct a callers' clinic, 
square dance workshop and a round 
dance session with Lill, as well as call-
ing for the evening dancing on Sept. 2. 
WISCONSIN'S 14TH 
Planning an August vacation? How 
about making it "LaCrosse for You in 
72"? This is the theme for Wisconsin's 
14th S/D Convention, to be held at the 
Whitney Center of Wisconsin State Uni-
versity at LaCrosse. There will be fun 
level, teen, advanced and round dan-
cing, also workshops, exhibitions, pa-
nel discussions. Square dancing apparel 
and accessories will be displayed and 
sold in the air-conditioned center. A 
unique style show and luncheon is 
scheduled. For information, write Jim 
and Elma Albitz, 202 N. Oak St., 
Onalaska, Wis. 54650. 
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BARRIE BENEFIT 
The fourth Square Dance Prome-
nade was again a complete success 
with approximately 107 squares in 
attendance. Guest callers Bud Red-
mond and Norm Wilcox, with local 
callers, Ernie Brown, Al Calhoun, 
Lorne and Betty Hay and Mac Marcel-
lus led the dancers through four hours 
of dancing. Proceeds of almost $1000 
will go to the Barrie Sheltered Work-
shop being built in Barrie. 
Plans for the fifth Promenade are 
already underway for 1973 with Dick 
Bayer on April 28. 
GUAM "GOING-OUT" 
A newly-elected quintet of couples 
will lead the Tradewind Squares at An-
dersen AFB: Tom & Anne Thomas, 
presidents; Dick & Bern Harper, vice-
president; Gary & Dee Snyder, secre-
tary; Fil & Mercie Romero, treasurer; 
Bill & Ann Hays, social chairmen. 
As each board goes out of office, 
they exit with a "going-out" party, a 
charcoal steak and chicken dinner. The 
new officers receive badges and all en-
joy dancing at the Pavillion at Tarague 
Beach. This spring the oath of enlist-
ment was administered to Jack Frantal 
as he reenlisted, at the "going-out" 
dance, providing another "first" in the 
club annals. 
In May, a new class was graduated, 
as they danced to the calling of Rupert 
Maxwell, modeled their colorful out-
fits, and traveled to the "four corners 
of the square." (See Best Club Trick, 
Sept. 1971). Guest caller, George Ed-
wards, in Guam TDY from Michigan, 
treated the dancers to his spinetingling 
calling. 
	
	 Jack Frantal 
Andersen AFB, Guam 
JAPANESE VILLAGE SPECIAL 
A special event of the 8th Interna-
tional S/D Festival at Long Beach, Ju-
ly 28-30, is the Trail-End Dance at 
Japanese Village, Buena Park on July 
27 from 5 to 7 p.m. The evening will 
include shows — bear, porpoise, karate—
and fun dancing with caller Kenny Mc-
Nabb. The festival at the Long Beach 
Auditorium will feature squares,  
rounds, booths, a coronation, entertain-
ment, a banner parade, teen activities 
and afterparties. Write Noah & Cora 
Kang, Box 61, Rosemead, Cal. 91770. 
WELLESVILLE CLUB ALIVE AND 
WELL AFTER TEN YEARS 
The Grand Square Club of Welles-
ville, Pennsylvania, celebrated their 
10th anniversary by honoring past 
presidents, six couples of whom were 
present. Mr. & Mrs. Robert Vorhees, 
currently presiding couple, presented 
bars to the men and corsages to the 
ladies. Several charter members were 
also recognized, including Mrs. Edward 
Bouch, who has been club secretary 
for eight years. The Grand Square 
Club is affiliated with the Allegheny 
Valley S/D Federation, which includes 
33 clubs in New York and Pennsylvania. 
ANGEL AT THE MIKE 
Selina Fontaine, nicknamed "Angel" 
has been calling for two years and is 
eleven years old. She is a members of 
Boots and Hoops Club (teens and pre-
teens) and is the daughter of Ray Fon-
taine, a caller in the Springfield, Mass. 
area. 
The Boots and Hoops have danced 
since 1968 to the calling of Ralph 
Clark and number 80 members. Thirty-
three graduates were added this spring. 
This club was the only one in New 
England to have 100% registration for 
the N.E. Convention in 1971, and they 
also registered 100% again this year. 
They do many demonstrations for area 
organizations and have danced on TV. 
Russ & Bobbi Moorhouse 
Enfield, Connecticut 
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BLUE STAR CARTRIDGE TAPES: 
8 track: $6.95 each plus 14c postage (12 dances on each tape) 
1023— Marshall Flippo calling the Kirkwood tape in stereo 
1022— Al Brownlee calling the Fontana tape in stereo 
1019— Al Brownlee gold record tape 
1016— Marshall Flippo calls in stereo 
MERRBACH 
PRESENTS 
BLUE STAR ALBUMS: 
1023— Marshall Flippo calling the Kirkwood LP in stereo 
1022— Al Brownlee calling the Fontana, album in stereo, 
half patter, half singing 
1021— Marshall Flippo calls the 50 basics 
BLUE STAR 45 RPM RELEASES: 
1928— What Is To Be, Caller: Jerry Helt• 
1927— Seven Lonely Days, Caller: Bob Fisk • 
1926— I've Got A Song To Sing, Caller: Marshall Flippo• 
1925— Spuds, Key G/ Thumbs, Key F (Hoedowns) 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
607— Sloop John B, Caller: Bill Schutz• 
606— Do You Remember These, Caller: Barry Medford• 
605— Joy Joy Joy, Caller: Frank Lane' 
604— Sweet Misery, Caller: Barry Medford• 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1246— Let Your Little Light Shine, Caller: Dick Bayer• 
1245— I Saw Your Face In The Moon, Caller: Keith Thomsen" 
1244— Someone Write A Perfect Melody, Caller: Lem GraveIle' 
LORE RELEASES: 
1133— You Do The Calling, Caller: Don Whitaker 
1132— A Girl Like You, Caller: Art Galvin' 
1131— I'm Gonna Write A Song, Caller: Johnny Creel• 
SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES: 
2358— Country Green, Caller: Jack Winkler' 
2357— West Texas Highway, Caller: Ken Oppenlander• 
ROCKING A RELEASES: 
1356— Broken Hearted Me, Caller: Mal Minshall' 
1355— Countryfied, Caller: Earl Wright• 
• Flip Instrumentals 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
323 West 14th St., Houston, Texas 
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Steal a .4:ette Peek 
Ed Stephan is an active caller in the Spokane, Washington, area and is a recording artist 
on Hi Hat Records. Here are the records he is currently using: 
Hoedowns: 
CRAWDADDING — Kalox 
CHARGE UP CRIPPLE CREEK — Kalox 
NANCY — Red Boot 
BOIL EM CABBAGE — Kaiak 
Singing Calls: 
TAKE ME HOME COUNTRY ROADS — Bogan 
FALSE HEARTED GIRL — Jay Bar Kay 
TICK-A-TACK — MacGregor 
COMING DOWN — Wagon Wheel 
SWEET MISERY — Dance Ranch 
SLOOP JOHN B — Grenn 
NOTHING COULD BE FINER — Jay Bar Kay 
I'LL TAKE YOUR WORD — Blue Ribbon 
DON'T CHICKEN OUT — HiHat 
B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP 





t. Petti-pants & slips 
b. • 
Stretch Pants - cotton • 
medium and knee lengill 
9 'owl of 1'4' lace 
on knee length and B 
rows on medium length 
bock, rnk, yel 
low, orange, b'ue, red 
and rnuIrpcolor.  
Sizes. S•M-L•Ext 
$5.99 ea 2 Pr. $11 .00 
SISSy Pants- 6 rows lace-
$4.00 plus 35R postage. 
The shoe most square 
dancers wear. V," heel 
with elastic bending 
around shoe. Strop 
across instep. 
Block and White $8.95 
Yellow, Pink 
and Orange  
Silver and Gold $10.95 
Sizes 4 to 10— Med. 
and Narrow 
Postage paid. Immediate delivery. 
Indiana residents add 2% sales tax 
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ir 
by Dewey Berry 
Our thanks to Ed Foote of Pittsburgh 
for this article: 
There are several levels in Challenge 
Dancing. This often comes as a sur-
prise to the non-challenge dancer, who 
usually thinks of all high level dancing 
as "challenge." But just as there are a 
variety of levels within club-level dan-
cing, so there are a variety of levels 
within challenge dancing. 
1. Introduction to Challenge, better 
known as advanced dancing, this level 
appeals to the dancer who wishes to 
do more calls than at club-level and en-
joys workshop, but does not wish to 
devote a lot of time to higher level 
dancing. The additional calls used at 
this level comprise about 40% of the 
total calls used at a standard challenge 
dance. Dancers at this level are not 
considered challenge dancers, but ra-
ther advanced or high-level dancers. 
2. Easy Challenge is the level of a 
dancer who has taken a challenge ba-
sics workshop and is now dancing a 
challenge dance. He wants to use a lot 
of material and have it put in interes-
ting combinations, but his experience 
is not complete enough to be extended 
into more difficult challenging posi-
tions. This is the club-level challenge 
of challenge dancing. 
These first two levels have the most 
dancers. There is a lot of material 
called and a lot of success felt by the 
dancer. The caller tries to insure the 
success of the dancer by using direc-
tional calling as much as possible to 
help the dancer through the material. 
3. Intermediate challenge is for the 
experienced challenge dancer who real-
ly works at the game and wants to be 
challenged. Some directional calling 
is used, but not to a great extent as the 
dancers are expected to know most of 
the calls well. Most dancers at this 
level work tapes of a variety of chal-
lenge callers in addition to attending 
the live dances of their own challenge 
caller. 
4. Advanced Challenge is the level 
where the dancers are looking for the 
latest and greatest and toughest. They 
usually have a lot of time to devote to 
challenge dancing as well as great re-
action to positions. They can handle 
well over 400 calls with many of the 
calls broken into small fractions. Tape 
dancing is considered a necessity at 
this level, as the dancers want to be 
able to handle well all calls used by 
every challenge caller. There are very 
few dancers at this level. 
There is no sharp line dividing 
these different levels, and, in fact, 
many challenge dances will be a com-
bination of two adjacent levels. This 
variety of levels within challenge dan-
cing gives all dancers interested in 
higher level dancing a chance to dance 
at the level where they feel most com-
fortable. 
CALLING ALL CALLERS 	 
Because so many inquiries come to the 
magazine asking for callers' credentials, 
addresses, etc., we are establishing a new 
file, which we call 
CA LL-DEX 
and that is a fancy name tor a special file 
containing a short biography and photo of 
all participating callers. 
WE WANT YOU 
in our file. Simply send a small photo, 
paragraph biography and plan to insert your 
ad on our Caller-Leader page for at least 3 
months annually (cost 515.1 We'll circulate 
your credentials any time we get an inquiry 










In a recent issue of American Squaredance magazine, you have instructions 
for making graduation hats. We have been making them for our class graduates 
for a few years, so thought I would send you along a sample. These hats are 
made of construction paper and we find they stand up reasonably well. We al-
ways let class graduates have them each year as they treasure them. 
You can get two hats out of one sheet of construction paper, 18"x24." The 
tassle for the hat is made out of yarn. 	 Bruce & Flo Payne 
Simcoe, Ontario 
f3 . 	Rim of Hat 	
Fold along dotted line. 
Cut lines in to fold to make rim. 
Pm am dm 	 mm 	amm mm 	 ammo 	lam ann. an 
Overlap rim l'1/2" and staple. 
Top of Hat 
1014 
f'cuidoo. 
May Release: LR 012 
April Release: LR 011 
March Release: LR 010 
Dec. Release: LR 009 
RAY OF SUNSHINE, called by Don Shotwell 
MAY THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN, called by Bill Martin 
SMILE IN YOUR STYLE, called by Don Shotwell 












Communications today in the square 
dance world are the best we have ever 
experienced. It is a two-way street —
one receives information from other 
sources and one gives out information 
to others who may be interested. What 
is disconcerting to all is information 
passed out that is highly erroneous be-
cause it is contrary to the basic rule or 
traffic pattern of a commonly used 
movement at the square dance pro-
grams around the country. This did 
happen for a while to the peel off 
idea until it was proven that it did not 
mean "centers in, all turn back." This 
month's reference is to the misuse of 
SWEEP A QUARTER. 
Over a year ago (May 1971) your 
editor explored the idea from Jerry 
Helt and published the following ex-
planation in the October issue of 
American Squaredance. "SWEEP A 
QUARTER— a couple movement to 
be used after completing a wheel and 
deal, right and left thru, flutter wheel, 
etc. Facing couples with partners inside 
hands joined continue a quarter circle 
motion (without engaging hands with 
the facing couple) to the left or right 
depending on body flow." Some ten 
example figures were included along 
with this extra notation— "To sweep 
a quarter out of a courtesy turn would 
always find the movement toward the 
right. The hand holds would be changed 
to the courtesy turn pattern." 
In other words the SWEEP A 
QUARTER is a movement complimen-
tary to the previous movement used. 
The traffic pattern of the sweep is de-
termined by the body flow of this pre-
vious movement. The movement is not 
done from a standstill or forward mo-
tion because there is no body flow di-
rection felt as to which way one circles 
the quarter. 
The whole idea is a simple, highly 
danceable movement which changes 
the shape of the square (eight chain 
thrus to lines, etc.) with a minimum of 
effort. The rule is not to sweep a guar- 
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ter to the left. This is only true if the 
previous movement's body flow dic-
tates this direction as after a flutter 
wheel or after a two-faced line wheel 
and deal when this motion is toward 
the left, etc. It is possible to SWEEP A 
QUARTER to the RIGHT after a two-
faced line wheel and deal when this 
motion is toward the right. The con-
troversial published page of SWEEP A 
QUARTER figures released for use by 
unsuspecting callers contained the fol-
owing examples: 
Heads square thru, SWEEP 1/1  
Which way? The body flow is forward. 
Star thru, SWEEP % 
Which way? The man's body flow is to 
the left while the lady's body flow is 
to the right. 
Head couples SWEEP % 
Which way? All are at a dead stand-
still. 
Double pass thru, centers in 
Cast off SWEEP % 
The left hand couple is casting to the 
left and sweeping to the left. The right 
hand couple is casting to the right and 
sweeping to the right. Both couples 
end up in the same spot. 
Right and left thru, SWEEP % 
Should sweep to the right and not to 
the left. 
Couples star thru 
SWEEP % to a two-faced line 
Which way? Again a choice of either 
dancer. 
Pass thru, U-turn back, SWEEP % 
Again, all are at a dead standstill. 
Cloverleaf, centers SWEEP % 
Which way? Could go left or right very 
easily. 
Your editor hopes that the analysis 
is taken in the spirit in which it is given 
i.e., to take advantage of a dance flow-
ing idea in order to square dance com-
fortably. The best way to "feel" these 
things is to dance the figures yourself. 
When you find yourself wanting to cir-
cle right but the erroneous rule says to 
the left, you will quickly agree to the 
advantage of moving in the direction 
which your body flow dictates. Com-
pare the following figure (by dancing it) 
first done incorrectly as follows: 
Sides right and left thru 
Heads half square thru 
SWEEP 14 (to the left) 
Right and left thru 
SWEEP 1/4 (to the left) 
Left allemande 	 
Now try the "fix" of the same figure 
using the "body flow" SWEEP '/4 the- 
ory: 
Sides right and left thru 
Heads half square thru 
Right and left thru 
SWEEP 1/4 (to the right) 
Right and left thru 
Swing thru, centers run 
Wheel and deal, 
SWEEP % (to the left) 
Left allemande 	 
CALLERS' 
QUESTIONS 
BILL & MARY JENKINS, Minerva, 
N.Y.: We have always taught a slide 
thru to mean pass thru, boys '/4 right 
and girls '/4 left. Recently we danced 
to a caller who insisted a dancer dan-
ces the position he is in so that a slide 
thru from a half-sashayed position 
would mean boys '/4 left and girls 1/4 
right. Needless to say, the dancers were 
all confused. 
ED. NOTE: 'You were correct — a 
slide thru always holds the sex identity. 
Boys always 1/4 right and girls always 
1/4 left no matter who they are facing 
in the beginning. This fact in itself is 
what makes this no-hand basic extra 
valuable and instrumental to the for-




Head couples flutter wheel 
Same ladies chain 3/4 around 
Side gents turn 'em and rollaway 
Lines of three go forward and back 
Lonesome boys slide thru 
Corners all left allemande 	 
BE ULAN SAMEC, Staten Island, N.Y.: 
About DOUBLE FLUTTER — is it a 
regular flutter wheel followed by a re-
verse flutter wheel or vice versa? It's 
leaving the poor dancer wondering 
which is correct. 
ED. NOTE: We don't know who star-
ted the idea but its use is to equal a 
right and left thru. Since it does take 
some time to execute each flutter 
wheel, I would suggest you spell it 
out to the dancer either way. It's not 
like a double star thru where the ac-
tion is very quick. Give the dancers a 
break and avoid confusion and frus-
tration on their part because the caller 
had plenty of time to give the com-
mand. 
CALLERS CODE OF ETHICS 
from the Southern Cal. Callers Assn, 
A caller should: 
Aim to give his group enjoyment. 
Promote good fellowship. 
Help beginners. 
See that proper decorum is observed. 
Maintain a professional attitude. 
Cooperate with other callers. 
Adhere to uniform nomenclature. 
Maintain personal integrity. 
Keep scheduled engagements. 
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REVERSE FLUTTER WHEEL 
by Don Williamson, Greenville, Tenn. 
From normal facing couples, BOYS 
(left hand person) do a left turn thru  
and return to home position. The 
LADY (right hand person) steps in be-
hind partner and follows across to turn 
around into position of the opposite 
lady. Equals two ladies chain. 
AUTHOR'S EXAMPLES: 
Head couples REVERSE FLUTTER 
WHEEL 
Then a normal flutter wheel 
(= Right and left thru) 
Crosstrail thru to a 
Left allemande 	 
Head couples swing thru, centers run 
Bend the line 
REVERSE FLUTTER WHEEL 
Flutter wheel, pass thru 
(= lead to the right) 
Circle four, head gents break 
And line up four ( 1 P2P) 
Lines pass thru, partner trade 
REVERSE FLUTTER WHEEL 
Two ladies chain 
Crosstrail thru to left allemande 	 
Side couples pass thru, U-turn back 
REVERSE FLUTTER WHEEL 
(Girls do left turn thru) 
Opposite box the gnat 
Swing thru, slide thru 
Left allemande 	 
EXAMPLES 
by Will Orlich, Bradenton, Florida 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, peel off 
REVERSE FLUTTER WHEEL 
Lines pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, peel off 
REVERSE FLUTTER WHEEL 
Box the gnat and change something 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
All REVERSE FLUTTER WHEEL 
Centers only REVERSE FLUTTER 
WHEEL 
All REVERSE FLUTTER WHEEL 
Lines pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru to a 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Turn thru and bend the line 
All REVERSE FLUTTER WHEEL 
Centers REVERSE FLUTTER WHEEL 
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All REVERSE FLUTTER WHEEL 
Centers REVERSE FLUTTER WHEEL 
All turn thru and cross trail 
To the corner left allemande 	 
SPIN CHAIN THE GEARS 
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida 
From parallel ocean waves, start a spin 
chain thru, i.e., ends swing half, new 
centers 3/4, centers in wave, trade. The 
four lonesome ends make a U-turn back 
to form a left-hand star of four which 
turns % around. The newly formed 
wave across the set does a centers trade 
and cast off' while the lonesome ends 
again make a left U-turn back ending 
movement into parallel ocean waves 
once again. NOTE: Dancers are in same 
relative position to each other, i.e., 
ends remain ends adjacent to the same 
centers but all have shifted over one 
position in the waves. Any Relay the 
Top can be replaced with this. 
Heads square thru four hands 
SPIN CHAIN THE GEARS 
Again SPIN CHAIN THE GEARS 
Swing thru, centers run 
Wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru (girls on ends) 
SITN CHAIN THE GEARS 
Again, SPIN CHAIN THE GEARS 
Swing thru, pass to the center 
Square thru % 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Star thru, SPIN CHAIN THE GEARS 
Square thru 3/4 to 
Left allemande 	 
by Fred Freuthal, Terryville, Conn. 
Heads square thru, turn thru 
In the middle left turn thru 
Peel off, slide thru 
Turn thru, in the middle left turn thru 
Peel off, slide thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Spin the top, spin chain thru 
Swing thru, box the gnat 
Right and left thru 
Dive thru, pass thru 
Swing thru, spin chain thru 
Spin the top, box the gnat 
Right and left thru 
Barge thru, square thru five hands 
Left allemande 	 
by Ed Fraidenburg, Midland, Michigan 
Side ladies chain across 
Rollaway half sashay 
Heads square thru, swing thru 
Boys trade and star thru 
Trade by, swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads roll away and square thru four 
Swing thru, girls trade 
Right and left thru, star thru 
Dive thru, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain right 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Rollaway, pass thru, girls run 
Swing thru, centers trade 
Girls trade, right and left thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers swing thru and turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain right 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
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Roll away, pass thru 
Girls run, swing thru 
Centers trade, girls trade 
Cross trail thru to left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, boys run 
Tag the line, cloverleaf 
Girls square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Tag the line right 
Wheel and deal, centers in 
Cast off 3/4, ends fold 
Double pass thru, first couple left 
Next right, right and left thru 
Tag the line right 
Wheel and deal, centers in 
Cast off %, ends fold 
Double pass thru, first couple left 
Next right, crosstrail thru 
To Left allemande 	 
Heads star thru and boomerang 
Centers in, cast off % 
Tag the line, lead two turn back 
Left allemande 	 
by H. Orlo Headley, Rocherster, N.Y. 
Note: "Roll" means to turn % indivi-
dually in direction of body flow. 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Fours go up and back, flutter wheel 
Sweep 1/4 and ROLL 
Left swing thru, tag the line out 
Bend the line, pass thru 
Bend the line, star thru 
Pass thru, star thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Fours go up and back 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Pass thru, right and left thru 
Sweep 1/4 and ROLL 
Men run, star thru 
Left allemande 	 
Side ladies chain, same ladies rollaway 
Heads lead right, circle 
Men break to a line, fours go up and back 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Pass thru, spin the top 
Centers run, wheel and deal 
Sweep '/4 and ROLL, left swing thru 
Left allemande 	 
Sides right and left thru, 
Same ladies rollaway 
Heads lead right, circle 
Men break to a line 
Fours go up and back 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
To a Dixie style, balance 
Left spin the top 
Centers run, wheel and deal 
Sweep '/4 and ROLL 
Centers trade, scoot back 
Right and left grand 	 
by Bill Darby, Beaver, West Virginia 
Heads curlique, cast off % 
Square thru four hands 
Right and left thru, dive thru 
Curlique, scoot back 
Scoot back, boys run 
Separate around one down the middle 
Square thru three-quarters 
Allemande left 	 
Promenade, girls roll back 
Promenade, one and three wheel around 
Square thru three quarters 
Make a U-turn back, curlique 
Single file circulate two spots 
Boys run, allemande left 	 
Fan the top double, slide thru 
Pass thru, right and left thru 
Swing thru, boys trade, girls trade 
Swing thru, boys trade, girls trade 
Right and left thru, dive thru 
Curlique, single file circulate two spots 
Left allemande 	 
Heads Dixie style to ocean wave 
Left swing thru and turn thru 
Curlique, boys run 
Bend the line, right and left thru 
Curlique, girls U-turn back 
Left allemande 	 
Heads curlique, scoot back 
Boys run, pass thru 
Square thru three hands 
Trade by, swing thru 
Boys trade, boys run 
Boys circulate, girls trade 
Girls run, girls circulate 
Boys trade, boys run, 
Couples circulate, girls trade 
Girls run, girls circulate, 
Boys trade, boys run 
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Boys circulate 
Girls U-turn back, change hands 
Left allemande 	 
DANCING THE BASIC 75 
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida 
Heads square thru four 
Swing thru, boys run 
Couples circulate, boys run 
Spin chain thru 
Boys circulate twice 
Swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads right and left thru 
Heads ladies chain 
Heads square thru four 
Swing thru, boys run 
Couples circulate, California twirl 
Boys trade, boys run 
Spin chain thru 
Girls circulate double 
Boys run, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, boys run right, swing thru 
Boys trade, girls trade, centers run 
Wheel and deal, star thru 
Boys trade, boys run 
Swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, tag the line 
Cloverleaf, double pass thru 
Centers in, cast off 3/4 
Star thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four 
Swing thru, boys run 
Couples circulate, tag the line 
Pace in, boys pass thru 
Around one to a line, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, double pass thru 
Centers in, cast off 1/4 
Star thru, boys run right 
Cast off 1/4, girls trade 
Right and left thru, star thru 
Dive thru, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, centers in 
Cast off 1/4 , circle eight 
Heads up and back 
Square thru four, swing thru  
Boys run, right and left thru 
Star thru, swing thru 
Boys trade, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads swing thru, box the gnat 
Square thru four, circle four 
Break to a line 
Square thru four, outsides cloverleaf 
Insides square thru four, swing thru 
Cast off 3/4 , balance 
Girls trade, star thru 
Do-sa-do to a wave 
Eight circulate, girls trade 
Swing thru, boys run 
Bend the line, crosstrail 
Left allemande 	 
by Will Orlich, Bradenton, Florida 
TAG INTO COUPLES 
Head gents and corner girl 
Go forward and back, star thru 
Circle up four, gentlemen break 
And line up four, pass thru 
TAG THE LINE 
First couple left and next one right 
Circle up eight, don't change a thing 
All four boys go forward and back 
Square thru count four hands 
Star thru, wheel and deal 
To face those two, pass to the center 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
TAG INTO TRADES 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, TAG THE LINE 
Parners trade and 1/4 more 
Star thru, swing thru 
Centers run, partners trade 
TAG THE LINE, partners trade 
1/4 more, turn thru 
TAG THE LINE, cloverleaf 
Girls square thru 
Star thru, TAG THE LINE 
Cloverleaf, substitute 
Dixie chain on a double track 
Lady left and gent right 
Left allemande 	 
TAG AND TRAIL 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, TAG THE LINE 
Trail off, TAG THE LINE 
Trail off, TAG THE LINE IN 
Turn thru and crosstrail to corner 
Left allemande 	 
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SQUARE DANCE magazine WORK• 
SHOP features original material sub-
mitted to the editor. New ideas are 
presented each month. Mail new and 
creative material and questions to 
Willard Orlich, Workshop Editor, 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine, Box 
788, Sandusky. Ohio 44870. 
HEAR YE, HEAR YE-- 
THESE 3 OFFICES HAVE 
BEEN ESTABLISHED AS 
LISTENING POSTS 
TO HELP PROTECT THE 
PUBLIC IMAGE OF 
SQUARE DANCING 
IF AND WHEN 
HELP IS NEEDED— 
BOOMERANG THE TAG 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, TAG THE LINE RIGHT 
Boomerang, pass thru 
TAG THE LINE RIGHT 
Boomerang, box the gnat 
Crosstrail thru to the corner 
Left allemande 	 
TAG SET-UP 
Head couples swing thru 
Centers run, California twirl 
TAG THE LINE RIGHT 
Bend the line and pass thru 
Circle four, head gents break 
Lines pass thru 
TAG THE LINE 
Lead couples trade and '/4 more 
Split square thru go all the way 
Clover and square thru four hands 
Split two, around one to a line 
All slide thru, left allemande 	 
IT'S POSSIBLE 
Side ladies chain right 
Allemande left, grand right and left 
Meet new partner 
Heads spin the top 
Sides do-sa-do 
Everybody box the gnat 
Crosstrail thru to the corner, 
Left allemande 	 
WIND JAMMER 
Heads fan the top, turn thru 
Left square thru, partners trade 
Star thru, cloverleaf 
Centers half square thru 
Partners trade and back away 
Others fan the top, turn thru 
Left square thru and partners trade 
Star thru, cloverleaf 
Substitute, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
FANTOPSIC 
Head couples fan the top and turn thru 
Again, fan the top and turn thru 
Cast off % around 
Fan the top and turn thru 
Centers fan the top and turn thru 
Everybody crosstrail to the corner 
Left allemande 	 
BARGE THRU FIGURE 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Turn thru, centers arch 
Dixie twirl, barge thru 
Star thru, boys run 
Swing thru double, boys run 
Barge thru, eight chain one 
Left allemande 	 
CHARLIE BALDWIN 	STAN BURDICK 
BOX N C 	 BOX 788 
NORWELL, MASS. 02061 SANDUSKY, OHIO 
(617) 659-7727 	 (419) 433-2188 
BOB OSGOOD 
462 N. ROBERTSON BLVD. 
LOS ANGELES, CAL. 90048 
(213) 652-7434 
eeeeeee.ve.v.ver.%% 




NEW ON KALOX: 
III. COULD I LIVE THERE ANYMORE Ili: 
U. K1132 Flip/Inst. Caller: Billy Lewis 	JA 
• NEW ON LONGHORN: 	'1. 
Mil  LH 194 FIRE BALL MAIL 	 % 
U. • • Flip/Inst. 	Caller: Bill Peters 
M. LH 195 SEASHORES of OLD MEXICO: 
• 
Ill— Flip/Inst. 	Caller: Lee Swain • 
• • 
• NEW ON BELCO: 	 M
N • 
• B251A SLIPPIN' AROUND s 
• Two-step by Bud & Shirley Parrott 	• • • 
U. 	
• 
• B251B LITTLE WAHINE 	 • 
Two-step by Mary Jane Falk • • • 
KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO. le 




C LOY I) SHAW I__'0UNDATION 
And The Lloyd Shaw Dance Fellowship 
Will be at ;home in Colorado Springs during the week of 
August 14 - 18 
In connection with our regular program of exploring, learning and dancing c=,) 
the basic American Folk Dance, we shall be attempting to perfect 
documentary motion picture of A GREAT IDEA. 
-.CO. On Tuesday there will be an exhibition of dances that were restored or 
developed during the "Lloyd Shaw Summer Classes." 
(=> 
On Wednesday evening, at the Cotillion, we shall dance the program that was c›), 
danced, country-wide, at universities, schools and festivals by the famous 
"Cheyenne Mountain Dancers" 
Visitors will be welcome as observers at both these events. 	(=> 
If you are in our town during that week, our phone is 632-7213. Or write 




A Brand New Service From Jay King 	 
Send for complete list of experimental and club-level figures 
available on tape (there are more than 30). You choose any five 
of them and I'll send you: 
1. A 60-minute taped workshop containing five tips using the 
exact material you've requested — a tape custom tailored 
for YOU, in other words. 
2. Printed sheets with any experimental or complex figures 
diagrammed and every called pattern written in full. 
These tapes are exceptionally clear. Every experimental figure is 
carefully taught. All figures, both experimental and club level, are 
presented in patterns that give practice from several different setups 
mmiti. AN INVALUABLE TOOL FOR DANCERS WHO WANT EXTRA HOME PRACTICE 
A PERSONALIZED AID TO CALLERS WHO MUST PLAN WORKSHOPS 
Five-Tip Tapes are on 7-inch reels or 60-minute cassettes and are 54.95 each, postpaid 
Send for list of more than 30 available tapes from: 
JAY KING 	P.O.BOX 462 LEXINGTON. MASS. 02173 
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P 	le Page 
by P.A. Sistum 
You are Dr. Waggon, a close friend and associate of the great detective, Sher-
lock "Promenade to" Holme. You have taken a poll for the ABPC (American 
Bamboo Poll Company) of all the callers at the Des Moines Convention. But 
Alas! and Alack! On the way out, page 437 slips from your hand and blows away. 
Fortunately you learn the following clues from page 438. You know the missing 
men's names are Albert, Bob, Charlie, David and Edgar. Their last names are 
Jackson, Johnson, Joneson, Jameson and Jenson. Each took a sightseeing tour 
before the convention, one on Monday, one on Tuesday, and so on through 
Thursday. One went to an art show, one to a ball game, one to a cinema, one to a 
drama, and the fifth to a floor show, not necessarily in that order. 
All you have to figure out is the callers' first and last names, the sightseeing 
trip he took, and on which day he did so. 
1. David went on a tour two days after Charlie and the day after Edgar. 
2. Edgar didn't go to the drama, and Mr. Johnson spent Wednesday loafing. 
3. Mr. Joneson, Charlie, the ball-game fan, the art show visitor, and the man who 
toured on Thursday, subscribe to ASD magazine and a local magazine at home. 
4. Mr. Jackson's tour day was before Mr. Jameson's, and after Mr. Joneson's. 
5. Bob, Charlie, David, and the Sunday tourist have all recorded for both G R INN 
and WAGGING WHEEL. 
6. The drama goer's tour was two days before that of the man who went to the 
floor show, and three days before that of the visitor to the art show. 
LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE 
Trade 	 Swing thru 
Allemande 	 Fold 
Fan 	 Head 
Hinge Alamo 
Bend 	 Line 
Pass thru 	 Square thru 
Side 	 Box 
Flare Chain 
Set 	 Dive 
Barge Thru 	 Turn thru 
Scoot 	 Halt 
Flutter wheel 	Star thru 
Ladies 	 Wheel and deal 
Balance Flea 
Dixie 	 Cast 
Circulate 	 All 
Trail 	 Swing 
Sashay Men 
Boomerang 	 Sweep 
Back 	 Peel 
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glustang anb itaglitntnci tip 
MUSTANG 
MS 145— HIGH COST OF LIVING 
Caller: Jack Bishop 
MS 144— PLEASE HELP ME, I'M FALLING 
Caller: Chuck Bryant 
MS 143— YOU BRING ME SUNSHINE 
Caller: Dave Smith 
LIGHTNING "S" 
LS 5008— I'M THE MAN ON SUZY'S MIND 
Caller: Henry Thompson 
4_S 5007— TONIGHT CARMEN 
Caller: Lem Smith 
LS 5006— FIND A PERFECT MOUNTAIN 
Caller: Rex Coats 
1314 Kenrock Dr.,San Antonio, Tx 78227 
+++4,4344) Product Line 
Both callers and callers' wives need calendars that will give dates and space 
for several future years. The caller may carry his calendar along, in its hard-
cover plastic binder to protect it from wear and tear, and his wife checks hers 
at home for locations where he can be reached, and for future bookings. The 
calendar that will fill all these functions is marketed by Francis Zeller (see ad-
dress on Caller-Leader Page). Supplements are also available from Francis 
about two years in advance; the 1975 calendars are now ready. 
CLUBS 	 CALLERS 
LEADERS AL DANCERS 
BADGES THAT SAY HELLO—Any 
size, shape or design, 50 colors in stock. 
Can copy any design or motif, or de-
sign a new badge for you. Send in 
sketch for free club samples. 
Write for new free 284 goofy saying and 
296 fun qualifying badge booklets, just re-
leased. Badges: standard $1.10; deluxe $1.35. 
New and used sound equipment--all 
makes and power sizes, featuring Bo-
gen, Califone and Newcomb. Mikes: 
AKG, Electro-Voice, Norelco, Shure; 
Sony and Vega Wireless Mikes. Sony 
tape recorders. Recording Tape Audio-
Sony - Reel - Cartridge - Cassette. 
Other equipment: sound columns, mo-
nitors, mike and speaker stands, 7" re-
cord envelopes: clear plastic & green 
stock, Speedup & SloDown for floors. 
S/D Boosters bumper strips, auto an-
tenna flags, decals, license plates. 
PLASTIC ENGRAVING SERVICE -S 
BOB ROTTMAN 
11041 So. Talman Ave. 
Chicago, Illinois 60655 
Beverly 3-5527 or 233-5527 
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$TRAiGiii TALK 
Readers are invited to send opinions, suggestions and thoughts for publication in this 
new regular feature. Opinions expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect those 
of the editors. 
Here is a portion of a letter written 
following a callers' clinic conducted 
by Stan, with some thoughts and opin-
ions on square dancing today: 
On Experiemntal Basics: Let the ideas 
pour forth. They are unstoppable so 
long as one human being exists. Some-
one somewhere is thinking of some-
thing. When that ceases, we are in deep 
trouble. 
On Encouraging Others (We prefer to 
call them not-yet square dancers.) to 
Try Our Thing: As much as we may 
wish it so, it just cannot be. Square 
dancing is not for every man, woman 
and child. It's unique; it's many times 
demanding, often frustrating. The great 
majority of the seemingly most likely 
would not care to consistently submit 
to the first and cardinal requirement: 
to listen. So be it, and we will be most 
happy if proven wrong. A day (or eve-
ning) may come when many halls are 
filled, all dancing to the same caller via 
two-way closed circuit TV. If the 
square dancing population tripled in 
three years, how else would the truly 
professional callers meet the demand 
for their presence and talents? 
On Callers and Calling: To paraphrase 
Will (Shakespeare, not Orlich this time) 
having Hamlet say, "The play is the 
thing," we say, "The dance is the thing:' 
This is the cornerstone and the key-
stone of our gathering together to en-
joy our hobby. May our callers be in-
spired to reach even beyond the stars 
to smoother, more rhythmic and pro-
perly timed delivery of flowing, logic-
ally danceable figures. Called direction-
ally? Always! May they have the forti-
tude (nicer word for "guts") to apply 
far more than just lip service to styling. 
May they feel, as we do, that square 
dancing is our way of being nice to 
people. 	Elmer & L yla Mitchell 
Enumclaw, Washington 
"AND THIS SHALL BE A SIGN 	 
Though you may wonder why such 
a title is an inspiration to an avid 
square dancer, hear this! We need a 
symbolic (greeting) sign so that where-
ever we meet or pass, we may be able 
to identify ourselves as square dancers. 
I find more than one reason for such a 
signal. 
The one necessary ingredient for 
liking square dancing is people. We're 
convinced that you basically like peo-
ple, if you're involved in this wonder-
ful recreation. We wonder if square 
dancers internationally would accept a 
sign, salute, or hand signal or language? 
We devised one which bears resem-
blance to the scout signal or hand posi-
tion or pledge. We suggest the three-
finger signal universally used to com-
plete a square. Often we are traveling 
and see a car or vehicle with emblems 
indicating square dancers, and our own 
vehicle does not have a visible insignia. 
(Thank goodness for a new car, but 
where do we fly our square dance flag?) 
So, an upheld hand showing three 
fingers spread apart, indicative of a 
couple wishing for three more to 
square up, would be our suggestion. 
A square dancers sign, all our own, 
might become as well-known as the 
peace sign or Churchill's V for Victory, 
or the Way sign, an embodiment of 
"all in one" sign. Surely there are 
others in our membership who believe 
we are gregarious by the nature of our 
recreation. Thus, when we meet another 
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Buck Covey 
Keep Your Club in Stitches 
z,v.-Av.-z1v-qv-t zgrbw 
Lucky is the square dance club 
that dances in an area with a unique 
characteristic, and has "designing 
women" who incorporate this into 
club dance costumes. 
Fairystones are little rock crosses 
found no place in the world but near 
Collinsville, Virginia. The Fairystone 
Squares have adopted their design for 
a club dress, made of gold perma 
press dacron and cotton blend, with 
a white vee neckline trimmed in 
black rick rack. Four large black and 
brown fairystones adorn the skirt. 
Minnie Martin of Stuart, Virginia, 
models the outfit for us. Her husband 
Fred has been a teacher-caller for 
the last two years. 
person with a greeting of upraised 
three fingers, it would be noticed. Ma-
ny have lauded the "knights of the 
road" for their friendly wave, and we 
add our applause. Square dancers are 
just as friendly and with a unique 
greeting, we can be noticed. Most of 
all, we will recognize other members 
of the square dancing fraternity. 
Many feel that square dancers do 
not have the opportunities to enhance 
their image to the general public. I be-
hews that the acceptance and consist-
ent use of the "need three" greeting 
would let the world know that they're 
invited to join the square dance acti-
vity. If we publish our glad tidings by 
our friendly greeting, 
then we'll surely 
portray the friend-
liness of square 
dancing. 
Nell Eblen (Mrs. Al) 
Wichita Falls, Texas 
COVER TALK 
Bless the gals! What would we do 
in the square without them? Starting 
with a classy collection of pretty faces 
on the cover this month, we continue 
the custom of making the July issue a 
special distaff one, all for "My Square 
Lady." 
Jerry Hightowe,  
D. & E. T. 
RECORDINGS 
PRESEN rS 
101 BIG CHIEF 
by Buck Covey & the Schroeder Playboys 
102 SEARCHING 
Jerry Hightower & the Schroeder Playboys 
103 THE NEWSBOY 
by Buck Covey & the D.& E.T.ers 
MUSIC with that SQUARE DANCE BEAT! 
Available at all Record Dealers 
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ROUND DANCES 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
SUNRISE-SUNSET — Hoctor 1658 
Choreography by Oscar & Fran Schwartz 
Pretty music and an intermediate waltz 
routine with some interesting figures. 
GOOD LOSER — Belco 250 
Choreography by Chris & C.O. Guest 
Snappy music and an easy intermediate 
two step. 
TRY IT YOU'LL LIKE IT — Delco 250 
Choreography by Art 'n Evelyn Johnson 
Easy intermediate two step using most-
ly basic figures. 
WHEN I LOST YOU — Hi Hat 900 
Choreography by Opal & Joe Cohen 
Good music and a good solid interme-
diate waltz with international figures 
sprinkled throughout. 
STEEPLECHASE LAND — Hi Hat 900 
Choreography: Bob Foster & Sharon Gregory 
Different music with a beat; easy inter-
mediate two step routine. 
THAT'S LIFE — Kapp 2165 
Choreography by Doris & LaVerne Reilly 
Good music, "Theme from Kotch," a 
smooth, slow, easy to remember (des-
pite the mixed up sequence) two step. 
WABASH RHYTHM — Grenn 14158 
Choreography by Bill & Jean Filbert 
Lively "Cannonball" music, fun-type, 
easy to easy-intermediate two step. 
PANTOMIME WALTZ — Grenn 14158 
Choreography by Jim & Ethel Sudborough 
Nice music and a good intermediate 
waltz. 
THAT'S YOU — Hoctor 1660 
Choreography by Vern & Mary Tobaben 
Good "Mr. Wonderful" music and a 
good solid international type two step; 
intermediate. 
I LEFT MY HEART — Dana, A Long 6058 
Choreography by Ray & Lottie Pettee 
Great music and a good flowing easy 
two step. 
FOXIE — Grenn 15013 
Choreography by Ruth & Frank Lanning 
Good music (repress) and a good ball-
room type two step. 
WALTZ AROUND — Grenn 15013 
Choreography by Violet & Francis Kimble 
Pretty music and a good easy basic 
waltz. 
TELL ME YOUR DREAMS— Windsor 4750 
Choreography by Bill & Joan Montney 
Good music and a flowing easy waltz 
routine. 
BRIGHT EYES — Windsor 4750 
Reviewed last month. 
BUCKEYE POLL 
1. Third Man Theme 
2. For Me And You 
3. Continental Goodnight 
4. Moonlight And Roses 
5. Pink Champagne 
6. Roses For Elizabeth 
7. Flip Side 
8. Elaine 
9. Dancing Shadows 
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RED BOOT - FLUTTER WHEEL — STARDUST 
RB128 RAISE A RUCKUS by Bill Volner 
RB129 YELLOW RIBBON Stan Burdick 
RB130 MY KIND OF LOVE Jim Coppinger 
RB131 DO YOU REMEMBER THESE 
by Ted Frye 
RB132 YOU'LL BE MINE by Bob Vinyard 
FW504 SMILES by Tommie Morris 
FW505 GOOD OLD LUCY BROWN 
by Roger McGowan 
ROUTE 8, GREENEVILLE, TENNESSEE 37743 PHONE 1615) 638-7784 
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BABY'S COMING HOME 
CALLERS 
WHY NOT 
Receive one monthly mailing of 
square dancing's most useable notes 
written by callers for callers for the 
past 18 years. Material and informa-
tion including the old, the new, from 
the easy to the difficult. Send a post-
card with your name and address to: 
SQUARE DANCE CALLERS ASSN. SO. CAL 
'16404 ARDATH AVE., GARDENA, CA. 90247 
by JERRY HAAG 
and the INA GONMASTERS 
P.O. Box 364 	Arvada, Colorado 
It Happened at a Square Dance 
It happened to Dave Taylor, on a trip to Hawaii, where one square is a pret-
ty good turnout in the city of Hilo. It should be noted that because of the 
scarcity of callers, the dancers often dance to records and tapes. Dave called a 
few tips for the touring dancers who were joined by a few (very few) of the Hi• 
lo dancers. 
One local gal couldn't contain herself. She came up to Dave, fairly bub-
bling, and exclaimed: "Mr. Taylor, you are absolutely the BEST caller I ever 
danced to." 
"Is that so?" Dave smiled with a touch of pride. "How long have you been 
dancing?" 
"Oh, just one season," she answered. "I learned with tapes. And you're the 
VERY FIRST LIVE CALLER I've ever 'danced to." 
"Plus 50" EXPERIMENTAL BASICS 
by Will Orlich 
nother in the series of Caller 
Aid books, the revised "Plus 50" Ex- 
vTa 	Basics by choreographer 
Willard Orlich. It contains those ex-
perimental basics generally used at ad-
vanced level square dances around the 
square dance world in 1972. The book 
describes and includes sample choreo-
graphy for 50 basics that go beyond 
the 75 basic plateau, and contains a 
glossary, with explanations, of twenty-
eight more. 
$3.00 from American Squaredance, PO Box 788, Sandusky, 0. 44870 
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Mix & Match 
Edited by Fred Freuthal 
Swing star thru is the feature figure used by Fred this month: 
One and three a swing star thru, you're doing mighty fine 
Split the outside two now, walk around one to a line 
Pass thru, arch in the middle, ends turn in, don't he late 
Swing star thru you do, and then you separate 
Around just one, to the middle go, and do a partner trade 
Swing the corner lady and then you promenade. 
Tag line 	  
* * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
MASON DIXON SQUARE DANCERS FEDERATION presents the 
STAR SPANGLED BANNER FESTIVAL 
 








Iry & Betty Easterday 
Charlie & Bettye Procter 
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ALL RECORDS ARE REVIEWED AND 
WORKSHOPPED BY DOUG EDWARDS. 
THEY MAY BE PURCHASED FROM: 
EDWARDS RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. BOX 538 
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068 
New record releases are slowing down, what 
with the warmer weather and the northern 
clubs folding up for the summer. It seems 
that the labels are taking a breather. 
FIREBALL MAIL-- Longhorn 194 
Caller: Bill Peters 
A real goodie by Bill Peters; the Longhorn 
music is also real fine. FIGURE: Heads 
promenade half way, lead right and circle to 
a line, up and back, right and left thru, la-
dles lead flutter wheel, sweep a quarter, 
pass thru, corner swing, left allemande, 
come back and promenade. 
ABILENE— MacGregor 2106 
Caller: Tommy Stoye 
This record should be around for quite a 
spell. It's sort of a relaxing lazy hazy Abi-
lene that your dancers will go wild about. 
The great voice of Stoye can do no wrong. 
We will have to give Tommy a standing ova-
tion for his calling on this record. FIGURE: 
Heads square thru, meet corner and do-sa-do, 
swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal, right 
and left thru, flutter wheel, swing corner and 
promenade. 
I'M JUST ME— Top 25256 
Caller: Mike Litzenberger 
Mike gives us a revival of the old "red hot" 
in this record that is well put together. FIG-
URE: Allemande the corner, come back and 
promenade, don't stop, keep walking, pull 
the partner by and go red hot, right hand 
lady right, partner left go all the way around, 
turn corner right and men swing in wrong 
way thar, shoot the star, left allemande, 
promenade. 
I'VE GOT A SONG TO SING— Blue Star 
1926, Caller: Marshall Flippo 
Good tune, well-timed dance and great mu-
sic combine to make a very good record. 
FIGURE: Ladies chain three quarters, heads 
promenade three quarters, sides right and 
left thru, pass thru, do-sa-do, swing thru 
and turn thru, left allemande, promenade. 
BROTHERHOOD— Blue Ribbon 213 
Caller: Roger Morris 
Well, we have had the Coca-Cola song and 
the Budweiser song, so now we get the 
Hamm's Beer song. It's a very good record 
with good music. FIGURE: Four ladles 
chain across, heads right and left thru, roll- 
away, circle left, girls pass thru and turn 
right, men pass thru, left allemande then 
do-sa-do, corner swing and promenade. 
PERFECT HARMONY— Pilgrim 1011 
Caller: Carl Hanks 
This is a fine record but the figure used by 
the caller on the called side is a bit awk-
ward so we advise using the alternate figure 
on the call sheet. FIGURE: Heads square 
thru four hands, corner do-sa-do, swing 
thru, do a turn and left thru, sweep a quar-
ter left, square thru three quarters, swing 
corner and promenade. ALTERNATE: 
Heads square thru four hands, corner do-sa-
do, swing thru, boys trade, turn and left 
thru, dive thru, square thru three hands, 
swing corner and promenade. 
YOU ARE THE'ONE- • Jay Bar Kay 132 
Caller: John Hendron 
This is the tune made famous by the late 
Chuck Raley on MacGregor Records. This 
recording is great but we have one concern, 
for the average caller reaching the one or 
two high notes. Even with the great voice of 
Hendron it sounds as thought Johnny almost 
had to get out the reserves to get these notes. 
FIGURE: Heads square thru four hands, do-
sa-do the pair you found, swing thru, boys 
run and bend the line, flutter wheel, square 
thru three quarters, swing corner and prome-
nade. 
COUNTRY GREEN — Swinging Square 
2358, Caller: Jack Winkler 
A very good record with excellent music by 
the Rhythmalres; good tune. FIGURE: 
Heads right and left thru, sides do the same, 
heads square thru four hands, slide thru, 
pass thru, tag the line, lead couples make a 
U-turn back, swing corner, left allemande, 
do-sa-do and promenade. 
CAROLINA— MacGregor 2104 
Dance written by John Fogg; called by Mac-
Gregor's Mystery Caller. 
John Fogg's dance is very good. FIGURE: 
Heads square thru three hands, promenade 
left, sides wheel in behind, heads wheel 
around, two ladies chain, ladies lead flutter 
wheel, circle four, one full turn, swing 
corner and promenade. 
BUSY BODY— MacGregor 2105 
Caller: Mike Hull 
Sort of cute, relaxed dance, nothing much 
in the figure but grand squares and eight 
chain thru, but could be Ideal for beginner 
dancers. Dance goes through four times: 
Grand square, reverse, heads square thru 
four hands, do-sa-do and do an eight chain 
thru, swing her, allemande left and pass by 
one, do-s5-do your own, four men star left, 
turn thru with partner, swing corner and 
promenade. 
TEACH THE WORLD TO SING— Scope 
555, Caller: Ted Wegener 
A very good record that could have done 
well, except that all the labels have had a 
crack at teaching the world to sing. FIGURE: 
Heads pass thru and cloverleaf, sides pass 
thru and swing, circle left, left allemande, 
do-sa-do, men star left once around, turn 
thru, left allemande, promenade. 
Continued on next page. 
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TODAY'S TEARDROPS— Scope 556 
Caller: Jeanne Moody 
Once again we hear from the gal with the 
beautiful voice. It's a distinct pleasure to 
know that we have women In this square 
dance movement who can compete with 
any man and surpass most of them. Jeanne 
can do just that. Scope music is much im-
proved. This Is a good dance but easy. 
FIGURE: Head ladies chain right, new head 
ladies chain across, heads square thru four 
hands, with the sides eight chain three, 
swing corner, left allemande, do-sa-do, pro-
menade. 
SOMEBODY LIKE ME— Windsor 4995 
Caller: Warren Rowles 
Pretty fair dance and good music. FIGURE: 
Heads promenade half way, sides star thru, 
pass thru and circle four to a line, up and 
back, pass thru, wheel and deal, substitute, 
pass thru and square thru three hands, 
trade by, swing the corner and promenade. 
ON MY MIND— MacGregor 2107 
Caller: Tommy Stoye 
Music is good and the calling is In the usual 
great Tommy Stoye style. The dance is not 
unusual. FIGURE: Heads promenade half 
way, down the middle with a do-sa-do, star 
thru, pass thru, do-sa-do again, swing thru, 
boys run right, wheel and deal, corner swing 
and promenade. 
I SAW YOUR FACE IN THE MOON— Bo-
gan 1245, Caller: Keith Thomsen 
The music has been done before on the 
Bogan label; however, the dance is new and 
a real good one, too. FIGURE: Head two 
ladles chain, heads promenade half way, in 
the middle and square thru four hands, with 
the outside two star thru, sweep a quarter, 
dive thru and pass thru, corner allemande, 
swing and promenade. 
BY AUSTRALIAN MOONLIGHT— Top 
25257, Caller: Wally Cook 
A new issue of the old favorite on Top, "In 
The Evening By The Moonlight." The dance 
features the Boomerang. FIGURE: Heads 
up and back, then right and left thru, sides 
lead right and circle to a line, pass thru, 
wheel and deal, double pass thru, boome-
rang, swing thru, turn thru, swing the cor-
ner and promenade. 
TONIGHT CARMEN— Lightning S 5007 
Caller: Lem Smith 
This tune has been made before on a couple 
of labels. The music is very good. FIGURE: 
Heads right and left thru, star thru, pass thru, 
star thru again, pass thru, wheel and deal, 
double pass thru, first couple left, next right, 
right and left thru, star thru, swing corner, 
left allemande, come back and promenade. 
PLEASE HELP ME I'M FALLING— Mus-
tang 144, Caller: Chuck Bryant 
Good music. FIGURE: Heads square thru 
four hands, do-sa-do, swing thru and boys 
run right, tag the line, turn right, wheel and 
deal, star thru, swing corner, left allemande, 
promenade. 
DO YOU REMEMBER THESE— Dance 
Ranch 606, Caller: Barry Medford 
FIGURE: Heads roll away and box the gnat, 
half square thru the other way back, eight 
chain thru, swing corner, left allemande, 
come back and promenade. 
SEASHORES OF OLD MEXICO— Long-
horn 195, Caller: Lee Swain 
FIGURE: Heads square thru four hands, 
right and left thru, dive thru, pass thru, 
boys run right, couple circulate, couples 
trade, wheel and deal, swing corner, prome-
nade. 
A RAY OF SUNSHINE— Lucky 012 
Caller: Don Shotwell 
FIGURE: Sides promenade all the way 
around, heads square thru, do-sa-do the 
outside two, ocean wave, rock it and spin 
chain thru, girls circulate, swing corner, left 
allemande new corner and promenade. 
We're out to set a new record in subscription numbers! 
How's your record? Be a continuous subscriber — sign up now! 
P 0 BO X 788 
A ME RICAN SOURRE DRNCE SAND t4.1:11370 OHIO 
Please start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) is enclosed_ 
n One Year at $5. 	 ri Two Years at $9.00 
One Year at $3. 
(FIRST TIME SUBSCRIBERS ONLY) 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
CITY 	  
STATE 	  ZIP CODE 	  
Canadian and Foreign add 50c a year 
for postage. U.S. Funds. 
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Dear Aunt Dosi, 
What's with the new (and I hope 
SHORT) fad of ladies wearing hard, 
medium high heels to square dance in? 
It is second nature for a man to try 
to stay off women's feet but these 
hard, high heels the women are wearing 
have left many a bruised shin these 
past few months and scrapes on the 
back of my legs. I hope I won't need 
to resort to high boots like my hus-
band's to protect myself. These "ladies" 
do not even try to use caution in not 
kicking out at others. 
HARD HEELS???? 
Dear "Hard Heels", 
The only objection I have had to this 
type of shoe was that some girls wear 
a regular walking shoe, which I feel, 
looks out of place with the frilly 
dresses and petticoats, but I have never 
come in contact with the hard heels 
the way you have. I've heard some 
girls say they wear heels to work in 
and can't wear a low heel. Some say 
they are more comfortable to dance 
in and give them more control. Per-
sonally, I think the best shoe to keep 
you standing up on a slick floor is a 
mocassin type shoe with no heel, but 
they are very hard on your legs. For 
this reason I (and I notice others) 
prefer a small heel (NOT PLASTIC) 
such as on the Ringo shoe so popular 
now. 
But right now, the woman's lib in 
me says, What's sauce for the goose is 
sauce for the gander. One man's cow- 
5/11 Products 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS— Colorful and 
eyecatching seals on your correspondence 
are an invitation to square dancing. Order 
from Bill Crawford, Box 18442, Memphis, 
Tenn. 38118. Samples on request. One 
sheet (50)— 50e; Three sheets (150)— S1; 
Ten sheets— S3; Twenty— S5; Special dis-
count on 100 sheets for club resale. 
GREETING CARDS FOR 	DANCERS 
GET WELL —13/RTHDAY — GENERAL 
S2.00/ box of 12, plus.2% tax in Indiana 
Please specify all Get-well or Assortment 
CADOBRAN D, 3002 Schaper, Ft. Wayne, Ind. 
Badges 
LUDLOW TROPHY & BADGE 
Tom Curto & Sons 
116 Sewall St. 
Ludlow, Mass. 01056 
LLORRY'S 
5630 West 29th Ave. 
Denver, Colorado 80214. 
Activity & Club Badges 
C.W. Eichhorn 
SPECIALTY ENGRAVING CO. 
3470 Grandview Ave. Dept. A 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45241 
WESTRIDGE ENGRAVERS 
8301 Westridge Road. 
Raytown, Mo. 64138 (FI-2864) 
Club & Fun Badges (3-0) 
boy boot on her foot spoiled a whole 
week-end vacation for a friend of ours 
recently. Instead of the great time she 
had anticipated, she was soaking her 
foot and trying to walk. Maybe we 
should put all the men in soft-soled 
moccasins... 
Aunt Dosi 
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Books 
iET-UP AND GET-OUT: 
4 manual to help callers 
:rsate original choreogra- 
)hy with infinite varia-
:ions. $6 ppd. Order from 
NiII Orlich, PO Box 8577, 
aradenton, Fla. 33505. 
„. 
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AFTER PARTY FUN, $2.50 plus 15g mail-
ing. Contains two books combined into one, 
with new material that will put life Into your 
club or festival. Edited by the man who ori-
ginated after party fun at dances and festivals. 
Order from Ray Smith, Star Harbor, Mala-
koff, Texas 54148. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BA-
SICS, (64 exercises) $3.25 ppd. 10 week dan-
cer proven basic course, dance positions, R/D 
terminology, mixers, basic styling hints and 
and helps on teaching. Order from Frank 
Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St. Toledo, Ohio. 
CHALLENGE & ADVANCED CLUB DAN-
CING: A pocket size (3,:ax4V4) 66 page refe-
rence book of the rules for the 150 most 
popular high level calls. Starts where tha.ex-
tended 75 club basics end and contains the 
new "Experimental 50" and the next 100 
most used calls of high level dancing. A must 
for club 	dancers, for these are the calls fil- 
tering down from challenge into club dan-
cing. If It's called at a dance, you can bet It 
Is one of the 150 calls explained in this book 
or you already know it. The pocket size and 
hard gloss cover make it perfect to take to 
the dance for that extra confidence. 
UPDATED 1972 EDITION-- 	 $2.00. 
MODERN SQUARE DANCING SIMPLIFIED 
The "How To" Book for today's complete 
club dancer. Pocket size and similar to "Chal-
lenge" book above, but covers the rules and 
explanations of the first 75 basics and ap-
proximately 60 other calls and commands 
encountered in club level dancing. Ideal gift 
Price only $2. Both books only $3.50 from 
JIMCO, 	6210 	S. 	Webster, 	Dept. 2G, Ft. 
Wayne, Indiana 46807. 
CALLERS NOTEBOOK— 250 original S/D 
figures, all written and workshopped by Ed 
Fraidenburg. 	Dances every 	caller can 	call. 
Order from ELF Enterprises, 1916 Posey-
ville Rd., Rt. 10, Midland, Mi.48640$2.50pp. 
SQUAREDANCE FUNDAMENTALS sh.ows 
in 335 beautifully clear illustrations exactly 
how the dancer looks to himself while per-
forming each of the 73 bedrock fundamen-
tals from which all more complicated figures 
are constructed. Not just for beginners; also 
tells exactly what a fundamental is and why. 
Same for a classic, a basic, etc. The biggest 
names in squaredanc ing have discovered new 
horizons 	through 	these 	208 	big 	power- 
packed pages; you can, too. A fantastic buy 
at $7.50 ppd. from FRONTIER PUBLISH-
ERS, Box 44, Glendale, Cal. 91209. 
MAINE—Wham-bang fun-filled week 
at Pinehurst, Old Orchard Beach, June 
30 - July 6, with Dick Leger. Write 
George Barbre, Pinehurst Tent & Trailer 
Resort, Old Orchard Beach, Me. 04064. 
ALBERTA-6th Annual Calgary Stam-
pede, July 7, Jim Hopkins; July 8, 
Bill Tate; with guest callers from the 
US & Canada at Henry Wisewood H.S. 
Write Don Conroy, 3540 Beaver Rd 
NW, Calgary 48, Alberta. 
OHIO—First Annual Tiptop Trot, Hi-
ram College, Hiram, July 7-9, with Earl 
Johnston and Ralph Pavlik; Rounds 
with Freda & Ken Sullivan. Dancing at 
Kennedy Center Ballroom, on a parquet 
oak floor. Write Edna Adams, 1985 
Maple Rd., Stow, 0. 44224. 
NOVA SCOTIA—Vacation for callers 
and wives, July 9-15, House of Roth, 
Rts 	& 101, Annapolis County, Cle- 
mentsport, Nova Scotia. 
OREGON—Far Western Convention, 
July 13-15, Portland Memorial Coli-
seum. Write Herb & Betty Saunders, 
5270 SW Cherry, Beaverton, Ore. 
97005. 
ALBERTA—Holiday Ranch S & R/D 
Camp, July 16-23, with Ron & Jean 
Refuek, Ken & Linda Dreger, Jim & 
Marie Hopkins. Write Box 206, Innes-
fail, Alberta, Canada. 
OHIO—Kelley's Island Cruise & Dance, 
July 23, leaves from Catawba Island 
(Lake Erie), With Gene Webster & Stan 
Burdick. Write 216 Williams St., Huron, 
0. 44839. 
PENNSYLVANIA—Rovin' Squares 5th 
Ann. S/D Camporee, July 20-23, Fair- 
60 
grounds, Bloomsburg, Pa., with Jerry 
Salisbury, Bud Weisen, Tim Scholl, 
Jack Carver, Jim Adams. Write Lin & 
Barbara Doughty, 213 Elkens Rd., 
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034. 
MONTANA-1st Ann. Summer Round-
up Romp, July 21 & 22, Great Falls, 
sponsored by Dudes n Dolls, with Cal 
Golden calling. Write M.O. Artz, Box 
309, Black Eagle 59414. 
WYOMING—Pre-frontier special, July 
23, in the Community House, Lions 
Park, Cheyenne, with Gary Shoemake. 
Write Sherry Haag, 920 Pike St., 
Cheyenne, Wyo. 82001. 
WEST VIRGINIA-2nd Huntington S 
& R/D Festival, July 28-30, at Me-
morial Field House, with Bob Fisk, 
Allen Tipton, Sonny Bess and the 
Easterdays. Write Sonny & Mary Bess, 
646 Adams Ave., Huntington, W.V. 
CALIFORNIA-8th International S/D 
Festival, Long Beach, July 28-30, danc-
ing, fashion shows, seminar, sightseeing. 
Write Bob & Marian Cope, 14302 
Lyndon, Garden Grove, Cal. 92643. 
IDAHO-9th Ann. State S & R/D 
Festival, Univ. of Idaho Student Bldg. 
Moscow, July 28-29. Write Al Wolver-
ton, Rt. 1, Orofino, Idaho 83544. 
WYOMING-8th Annual Frontier Shin-
dig, Comm. Center, Warren AFB, Chey-
enne, July 29, with Jerry Haag. Write 
Sherry Haag, 920 Pike St., Cheyenne, 
Wyo. 82001. 
NORTH CAROLINA—Red Boot Festi-
val, Crossnore, Aug. 4-5 with Bill 
Volner, Ted Frye, Don Williamson, 
Ruth Jewell, Bill & Elizabeth Sloop. 
Write D. Williamson, Rt. 8, College 
Hills, Tennessee. 
MARYLAND— The Mason Dixon S/D 
Federation welcome you to the 9th 
Star Spangled Banner Festival, August 
18-19, at the Hunt Valley Inn in the 
suburbs of Baltimore. Callers will be 
Red Bates, Lee Kopman, Gary Shoe-
make, Allen Tipton, with rounds by 
Charlie and Betty Proctor, Iry and Bet-
ty Easterday. Write Chauncey & Helen 





WALT WENTWORTH DANCE BOOK 
Complete Course of Square Dancing, 20 
Supplements, 120 Pages, $6.50. Order 
from WHITE'S PUB. SERVICE, 5257 F. 





MODERN ALBUMS FOR INSTRUCTION 
"The Fundamentals of Square Dancing" 
(SIO Label) Level 1; Level 2; Level 3; Write 
for descriptive literature to Bob Ruff, 8459 








P.O. Box 16 
Bath, Ohio 
WASHINGTON 
A & K Record Distributors 
10400 Renton Ave. South 
Seattle, Wash. 98178 
  
   
Learn to call 
  
AND TEACH using the proven methods 
of the conceptual approach in education and 
recreation. A must for callers. Information 
on music, timing, phrasing. Learn to use mu-
sic to Its fullest potential. Designed by lead-
ing educator, Pat Phillips, and national caller, 
Dick Leger. The series of three sets will sell 
itself; each set consists of one record and a 
teaching manual. Order 1 or all 3: Klmbo 
4060, 5080, 8070; $8.95 each. Order from 











    
LET'S 
SQUARE DANCE! - 






These five albums are designed to be a "How-to-do-it" series in square danc-
ing. The series is a graduating one, varying in difficulty from album to album, 
and also from selection to selection within each album. Each album includes 
one selection without calls, thus permitting the instructor or one of the dancers 
to obtain experience in calling. 
Each album contains fully illustrated instructions, and is available separately 
at 45 rpm. 	 The series was edited and recorded by Professor 
Richard Kraus, Teachers College, Columbia University. 
ALBUM No. 1 (Ages 8 to 10; Grades 3 aid 4) 
Shoo Fly; Duck for the Oyster; Red River Valley; Girls to the Center; Take a Peek; Hinkey 
Dinkey Parlez-vous: Divide the Ring; Th.?. Noble Duke of York; Little Brown Jug (without calls) 
EEB-3000 (45); 
ALBUM No. 2 (Ages 10 to 12; Grades 5 and 6) 
Skating Away; Life on the Ocean Waie; Swing at the Wall; Nellie Gray; Form an Arch; 
Uptown and Downtown; Double Sashay; Bow Belinda; Angelworm Wiggle (without calls) 
EEB-3001 (45); 
ALBUM No. 3 (Ages 12 to 14; Grades 7 and 8) 
Sicilian Circle; Right Hand Star; Captain Jinks; Lady Go Halfway 'Round; Down the Line; 
Coming 'Round the Mountain; Pass tie Left Hand Lady Under; Virginia Reel; Four and 
Twenty (without calls) 	 EEB-3002 (45); 
ALBUM No. 4 (Ages 14 to 16; Grades 9 and 10) 
Pattycake Polka; Swing Like Thunder; First Girl to the Right; Grapevine Twist; Dip and Dive; 
Texas Star; My Little Girl; Going to Boston; Ragtime Annie (without calls) 
EEB-3003 (45); 
ALBUM No. 5 (Ages 16 to 18; Grades 11 and 12) 
Shake Them 'Simmons Down; When Jchnny Comes Marching Home; Wearing of the Green. 
Quarter Sashay; Hot Time in the Old Town; Four Bachelor Boys; When the Work's All Done 
This Fall; Haymaker's Jig; Miss McLeod's Reel (without calls) 
EEB-3004 (45); 
S3.49 each album 
S13.00 complete set (5 albums) 
7e eeict,e4 
"Chicago'. F•Icniiiicit Reco•I 
1614 NORTH PULASKI ROAD 	CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60639 
A C 312 2211012 	OPEN MON & THURS EVE 
Phil, • VOL.T... 1.1i11-1-• 




4.0 	 1.01. Mob 
s i c 
f 	the RHUMBA 
FOR BASIC DANCE STEPS 
For the beginner student, or students who have difficulty keeping 
time or dancing to music. On these wonderful records we have 
recorded, over the music, the electronic "beep" signal which gives 
the student the correct rhythm of the basic step of the dance. 
Record has three separate bands, regular tempo, slow and very 
slow. Beep signal on very slow tempo only. The description of 
basic step is printed and illustrated on back of each record 
jacket. Beautifully packaged in color jackets. Available for Cha 
Cha, Rumba, Lindy, Waltz, Foxtrot and Samba. This is the ideal 
way to learn the basics of social dancing 45 RPM $1.50 Each 
eeseter 
1614 NORTH PULASKI ROAD CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60639 
Al 312 221-1072 	OPEN NON. I THURS. EVE. 	
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qua.p &Ince DE 
DE 
• CLOTHING 7 • 
AO: . .; 
't9k FLORIDA 	 ::411:  
CHEZ BEA for square and :IF, DI.: round dancing CREATIONS 
if 0, 	E 650 N.E. 128 St. (759-8131) :iq N. Miami, Fla. 33161 
• • ,f..,. 	, 	 7 M trim 1 t v Western Shop (446-8791) 	NEW YORK 	 'U  
1894 Drew St., Clearwater 33515 	 IRONDA Square Dance Shoppe 
:11;: "Florida's Oldest & Best" 759 Washington Ave. (266-5720) 	ini 
M Mail orders invited & GUARANTEED 
	
	Irondequolt, Rochester, N.Y. 	 7•10. 
SQUARE DANCE CORNER (565-3781) 
Everything for the square dancer'  
k 2435 No. Dixie Highway 	 OHIO 	 : 
:•3F 
: 
Wilton Manors, Florida BELT & BUCKLE Western Shop 	;9E DR YOUR FRIENDLY ONE-STOP SHOP 	1891 Mapleview Dr. (216.524-8970) 
:ni N:1 INDIANA 	 Cleveland, Ohio 44131 SID Clothing, Jewelry, Records 	 '.. .; • 
ALLEMANDE SHOP (219-663-2476) 	 :•lt' !fl' 250 North Main St. 	 HERGATT'S WESTERN SHOP 	: 
OUR BUSINESS— S/D CLOTHING M: Crown Point, Ind. 46307 Norwalk, 







.1ti :11•: B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL 
• ;It; LOUISIANA 	 SOUTH CAROLINA 	 4, : = BETTY-JO Enterprises (504-729-7182) 	Marty's Square Dance Fashion 	 AV A P.O. Box 73065 	 404 Cherokee Drive 	 : 
70.: Metairie, La. 70003 	 Greenville, S.C. 29607 ' 11!:  
1,7; Petticoats for Adults, Teens, Pre-teens 	S/D Clothing for men & women 
"•X•7 11; MASSACHUSETTS 	 TENNESSEE 	 - - 
ini 47 Weller Ave. Off Rt. 7 	 245 E. Market & Cherokee 
Peg's S/D Shop (413-442-9335) 	 Nick's Western Shop Elk 
' • 7,:„...:  Pittsfield, Mass. 01201 Kingsport, Tenn. 37660 	 1t•., 
:71. Mail orders; free catalog; fashion shows. 	WILL SHIP RECORDS & CLOTHING , 





i P.O. Box 8134 	 i 
 
AI 
lti  Detroit, Mich. 48209 	 Corpus Christi, Texas 78412 	 . • 
Prettier, perkier, petticoats, pantalettes 	Petticoats & Pettipants— 2 week delivery 7•••: lit 
:31; NEW JERSEY 	 WEST VIRGINIA 	 : : 
:;,10 The Corral, John Pedersen, Jr. 	 BUCK & SANDY'S WESTERN WEAR :.
)E 
•lk 
41 Cooper Ave. 	 Route 3, Meadowdale 
illi,, West Long Branch, N.J. 07764 	 Fairmont, West Virginia 26554 	 :- 
: S/D APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES 	Complete Line for Square Dancers 	illy tp: 
Ni;111,•"111,6,11,41.,alio-4 Wrii4 WW1 WWI V*, Ofrr....4 Vail 0;t:. OW 1.2/VbaidnieelrAVIne;f11.4;111,,411•;ft;4.,,,,,..4 : r. 	r...• 	an..• aro pro drat rair ars 	pAst •,..• _ .... ...... ...... ..... 	.... ...... ►..... 	.... ... 
	U. ....M.....7.7.„....re,!.56,...1.7.,,, ....,,, , .7.T....rie:11 .707, ,,,•.1 c.o..,......1.....1141.•_40...111.0.••....11,....4111,0.4 0.•.14. ... 
• ., 
:i
• 1538 Main St. (Speedway) 	 M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 	 At* lk 	Indianapolis, Indiana 46224 13002 Lorain Ave. (216-835-0354) 	: 
• 4: Everything, plus Fabrics, Trims, Patterns! 	Cleveland, Ohio 44111 	 ;ill.. ? 
l: THE WESTERN BOOTIQUE 	 MAIL ORDERS WELCOME 
illi 65 East Main St. 	 SQUARE TOGS 	
0E 
Hagerstown, Ind. 47346 	 11757 U.S. 42 fiti Eiti Appropriate, appealing apparel Sharonville, Ohio 45241 
Eller 
KANSAS 	 RECORDS AVAILABLE, TOO! 	ik: 
•: THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 	 THE WESTERN SHOP 
A: .3ti2319 5. Seneca (316-263-5532) 33 South Main St. Wichita, Ks. 67213 
Ni Everything for the Square Dancer 	 Miamisburg, Onio 45342 	 ixiWill ship anywhere same day. 	
ini illy KENTUCKY 	 PENNSYLVANIA Preslar's Western Shop Inc. 
3111 S. 4 St. 	
Ed & Marea's Western Wear & Records 
3749 Zimmerly Road 
Lousiville, Ky 40214 
All S/D supplies; Newcombs & mikes 	
(Corner Love & Zimmerly) 
Erie, Pa. 16506 
64 
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by MY RTIS LI771/AN 
SEW WITH DISTINCTION 
PROMENADE's Guide To Better Sewing 
Helpful hints on achieving the 
square dance look and creating your 
own square dance apparel make this 
39-page booklet well worth the $1.25 
price you pay for it. The section on 
dresses gives ideas for material, pat-
terns, suggestions for finishing, bodices, 
and variations. Instructions for skirts 
include circular, gathered circular, dou-
ble circular, felt, holiday, quickies, 
squaw, gored, and two rather unusual 
but novel patterns. 
Other contents include directions 
for making blouses, jump suits, darts, 
necklines, facing and trims, sleeves, 
bias binding, trim ideas, ruffling and 
gathering, pettipants, petticoats, jack-
ets, capes and capelets, accessories, ties 
and men's sh iris. 
Complete knitting instructions are 
given for one light weight capelet and 
a cable knit cape. 
The chapter on accessories includes 
belts, corselet, petticoat-toter, badge 
holder, bow ties and scarf tie, and such 
practical hints as covering the sole of 
worn out shoes with dime store rubber 
repair kits. 
This book would be an excellent 
gift idea for the ladies of any club or 
graduating class. The accomplished 
sewer or the would-be sewer would 
both appreciate having this book for 
reference. 
The book is published by the Tole-
do Area Square Dance Callers' Associa-
tion, Inc. and this is the revised 1972 
edition. 
To order, see ad on Page 31 of this issue. 
NEW! YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS 
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS 
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS 
wet the decal and transfer to desired surface 
MINIMUM ORDER 10 
LESS THAN 100-25c EACH • 100 OR MORE 20c EACH 
The decal has a white background, the dancers and outsici• 
lines are blue, the word square dance is red. The club name 
and city and state is in regular gold leaf These are the only 
I 
	
colors available at this 'inst. 
"Sonil for free totologuo on badges, slickers, occostorlos, sic." 
WEI Box 371, Champaign, Illinois 611120 




LOc ea. or quart.  
rates 
Christmas cards 
(Buy 'ern early) 













COMPLETE: S5.00 SPECIAL CLOSEOUT 
WHILE THEY LAST 
1970 edition—$2. each 
or $1. for 10 or more! 
ADAPTATIONS: $2.00 
GREAT NEW BOOK 
$3.00 
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FOR CALLERS. S2.00 TEACHING AID 
S2.00 
A Smooth Dancer 
$3.00 COPY 
or quantity prices 
ASK ABOUT OTHER 
BOOKS, POSTERS. REPRINTS, DISPLAY CUTOUTS 
ASK ABOUT Order from this magazine 
QUANTITY 	P.O. Box 788 
SEE AD PAGE 55 
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STEEL GUITAR RAG 
LOOSE TALK 
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Thought for a summer month 	 
HAPPINESS is 
like potato salad; 
Share it and 
you'll have a picnic. 
SQUARE DANCE TOUR 
 
GOLD * STAR * RECORDS 
Cal will be calling In the following cities: 
JULY 	 AUGUST 
1 Asheville, N.C. 	2 Tampa, Fla. 
8 Hot Springs, Ark. 5 Jackson, Ohio 
15 Festival 	 8 Lansing, Mich. 
Huckleberry Fest. 10 Pocono Pines, Pa. 
Bonners Ferry, id.14 Louisville, Ky. 
21-22 2-day Festival 19 State Fair 
Great Falls, Mt. 	Springfield, Ill, 
27 Trail Dance 	20-25 Caller College 
Brunswick, Ga. 	Hot Springs, Ark. 
28 Jekyll Fun Fest 26 El Paso, Texas 
Jekyll Island, Ga. 27-Spt. 1 Fun Valley, 
31 Miami Beach 	Colorado 
FOR OPEN DATES AND RATES WRITE: 
P.O. Box 2274 	Hot Springs, Ark. 71901 
* * 4 4 * 4 4 * aF 4444 4 4  4 	#    
jp tA 
Recording Artist on Jay-Bar-Kay Records 
5 LAWRENCE STREET 
SHREWSBURY, MASS. 01545 
Phone (617) 756-9821 
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A a" 11  ‘‘  GurGouv, pocroR—wouLDN'T-ANY 
Lr'0•7`.?"q NORMAL GIRL. FAH47:100, IF SHE SAW JONA/ 
HENCIRoti, KEN SOWER, AND BOB FISK ALL ON THE STAGE T06c T44 ER ? '1 
LET'S SEE SOME SUN IN YOUR SQUARE THIS SUMMER 
POSTMASTER: If unable to deliver, 
notify publisher, using Form 3579. 
From: P.O. Box 788 
Sandusky, Ohio 44870 
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scope records 
  
      
TRY 'EM, THEN DECIDE 
See Your Favorite Dealer 
LATEST RELEASES 
  
    
SC558 Aunt Maudie's Fun Garden 
Caller: Clyde Drivere, Saugus, Cal. 
SC557 What Is To Be Will Be 
Caller: Earl Rich, Reno, Nevada 
SC556 Today's Teardrops 
Caller: Jeanne Moody, Salinas, Cal. 
SC555 Teach The World To Sing 
Caller: Ted Wegener, Gardena, Cal. 
SC311 Ruby/ Ruby's Fiddle 
Hoedown 
Box 1448 San Luis Obispo, Cal. 93401 
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